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Wireless communications have always been characterised by the challenge of fully exploiting the channel 
capacity limits. In the past, it was usually necessary to reach a compromise between spectral efficiency and 
service availability. New developments in wireless technology provide a breakthrough performance since 
complexity is introduced as a new degree of freedom in the classical spectral efficiency versus service 
availability compromise. 
New wireless communication systems provide Fade Mitigation Techniques (FMT) that allow for the 
transmission to constantly adapt itself to the channel conditions. DVB-S2 is the standard for second-
generation specification for satellite broadcasting and it makes normative the use of Adaptive Coding and 
Modulation (ACM) as a FMT for interactive applications, hence implementing an Adaptive Physical Layer. 
The channel conditions must be reported by interactive terminals in order to implement the adaptability to 
the channel conditions. 
The introduction of an Adaptive Physical Layer creates an impact in the entire system design due to the fact 
that capacity is no longer constant, but rather time-and-location dependent. The basic assumption of having 
a constant capacity was a fundamental postulation in the classical communications systems design, based on 
a communications stack with a set of layers. Hence, the complexity of an Adaptive Physical Layer system is 
not limited to the physical layer but it affects other layers and the entire system in general. 
The work towards the PhD was focused on one broad subject and in the development of a unified 
framework in order to study and address this subject. The subject was QoS provision for Adaptive Physical 
Layer systems, with special focus on broadband satellite systems. The subject of QoS provision is 
considered a multi-layer problem and current approaches for fixed capacity systems already provide 
solutions based on this perspective.  
The unified framework, which was developed to address the QoS provision subject, integrates two 
apparently disjoint fields. The first is cross-layer design, which is a new approach for addressing layer inter-
dependency without breaking the communications stack structure. This approach allows for the development 
of techniques and methodologies for optimising the inter-dependent layers, which is especially important for 
addressing the challenges introduced by the inherent variability of Adaptive Physical Layer systems. The 
second is game theory, which is a branch of applied mathematics with roots in economics although with 
applications in many other areas including communication systems and networks. More than a set of tools, 
game theory provides a mindset for optimising multi-objective problems by translating them into multi-
player games. Afterwards, these can easily be solved within game theory and the solution set can be 
translated back into algorithms and techniques to be applied in the communications system. This final step 
brings together both different fields, since addressing an Adaptive Physical Layer problem with game theory 
results in a solution that requires cross-layer design in its system implementation.  
The work towards the PhD was developed within the scope of different projects, some of which were quite 
relevant in terms of dimensions and available resources. This allowed for an in-depth testing and validation 
of techniques, methodologies and architectures that were developed to address the challenge of providing 
QoS over broadband satellite systems implementing an Adaptive Physical Layer. Furthermore, cross-
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validation was applied at every level, which means that the tools developed within the unified framework 
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Wireless communications have always been characterised by the challenge of fully exploiting the 
channel capacity limits. In the past, it was usually necessary to reach a compromise between 
spectral efficiency and service availability. This was due to the fact that the physical layer had to 
guarantee a very low outage probability and therefore had to be designed for service availability 
during worst case conditions. This was especially true for satellite broadcast systems since they 
had to guarantee service availability for wide geographical areas. 
DVB-S2 [1] is the second-generation specification for satellite broadcasting – developed by the 
DVB Project in 2003. This standard is aimed at Television Broadcast Services, Interactive Services 
including Internet Access by consumers, Professional Applications such as Digital Satellite News 
Gathering (DSNG), TV distribution and data trunking. The standard makes normative the use of 
Adaptive Coding & Modulation (ACM) for interactive applications, which is a common approach 
for implementing adaptive physical layer systems [2]. 
It is well known from information theory that maximum capacity is attained by adapting the 
physical layer provided that there is Channel Side Information (SCI) [3]. The introduction of a 
return channel to broadcast systems provides the availability of the channel side information, 
which allowed the development of physical layer adaptability. The return channel was initially 
introduced for providing interactive services over broadcast channels. These systems use the 
channel state information reported on the return channel by the terminals in order to adapt the 
transmission to the channel conditions. This provides an increase of the system efficiency by 
taking advantage of the Signal-to-Noise-plus-Interference ratio (SNIR) margin that was reserved 
for guaranteeing the service availability. In fixed capacity satellite systems, this margin is present 
most of the time since the channel is mostly affected by rain events, which are limited in time and 
location. The use of this margin during clear sky conditions allows the system to increase the 
transmission spectral efficiency and therefore increases the transmission rate. The physical layer 
adaptability also allows the system to adapt to varying channel conditions, therefore guaranteeing 
the service availability although at lower data rates. 
The physical layer adaptability allows the system to increase the capacity at the expense of 
increased complexity but it also creates a situation that was not present in the past: Capacity is no 
longer constant. This situation has a profound impact the communication systems design. This is 
due to the fact that communication systems are usually divided into functional layers in order to 
reduce the system complexity and allow parallel development and interoperability between 
different systems. The problem with adaptive physical layer systems is that upper layers cannot 
assume anymore that capacity is constant. This means that a clear separation between layers is no 
longer possible.  
Adaptive physical layer requires a system development involving multiple layers but, instead of 
creating complex and monolithic communication stacks, new approaches must be employed. The 
layered stack is still an important reference but new approaches based on cross-layer techniques 
and cross-layer design have shown promising results in addressing the layer inter-dependency 
without breaking the actual structure.  
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Problems with this structure are not new and a classical multi-layer challenge is QoS provision. In 
the past, many approaches tried to squeeze the problem just to one layer or created intermediate 
layers but these have all failed to deliver the promised results. Today, it is accepted that QoS 
provision is a multi-layer problem and current approaches provide solutions based on this 
perspective. These solutions already provide quite suitable results; however they are not designed 
for adaptive physical layer systems. New approaches are necessary for providing QoS over 
adaptive physical layer systems, especially when trying to provide seamless services over 
heterogeneous networks with wired and wireless links. 
A new approach is to analyse QoS provision from a game theory perspective, especially for 
providing a framework for addressing situations where there are many conflicting objectives. 
Game theory has its roots in economics, although it has already been employed in communication 
systems and networks. The challenge in using game theory actually lies on going beyond 
theoretical formulations and obtaining algorithms and techniques that can be implemented in real 
communication systems. 
The importance of QoS provision over wireless systems is even higher than over wired systems 
because of the difference in capacity limits, especially in comparison to optical networks. QoS 
provision is also the key ingredient in current and future multimedia services that are either being 
migrated or natively developed for IP-based platforms. Taking this into account, the QoS provision 
over adaptive physical layer systems is for sure a very relevant subject. 
The QoS provision over adaptive physical layer systems will be addressed in the following 
sections and a new methodology for approaching the problem will be also presented. This new 
approach will be applied to the development of algorithms, techniques and subsystems for enabling 
the full range of services that must provided by QoS-enabled communications systems. 
 Motivation 
The motivation for this work is the challenge in making the new adaptive physical layer systems 
compatible and friendly to the services carried in upper layers.  
The work is intended to address adaptive physical layer systems in general although a particular 
focus is put into broadband satellite systems based on the DVB-S2/RCS standards. 
As IP traffic is driving interactive services and applications offered by broadband unicast systems, 
the new standard is intended to be IP friendly, by improving the efficiency of carriage of IP data. 
These adaptive physical layer systems should also provide advanced IP services like Quality-of-
Service (QoS). This last requirement actually implies quite broad range of individual requirements 
that simultaneously involve several layers.  
The challenge in this work is the provision of QoS guarantees in a system that is inherently 
variable in nature. The chosen methodology for addressing this problem is the use of cross-layer 
design in order to bridge the gap between different layers and allow the system adapt and cope 
with physical layer variability. Although cross-layer design has been around for some time, formal 
studies and the actual term for these techniques are quite recent. Basically, cross-layer design 
provides a mechanism for increased awareness between layers, without destroying the layered 
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stack paradigm. It rather redefines a stack of independent layers into a stack of inter-dependent 
layers. 
Last but not least, an incentive for working of the development of advanced broadband satellite 
systems is the fact these systems are considered a technology enabler for Bridging the Digital 
Divide. This concept has been the basis for initiatives that have been created at national, European 
and international level in order to provide every citizen full access to the Information Society, 
independently of its geographical location. Naturally, satellite systems provide a natural solution 
for connecting individuals, communities and enterprises that are located in regions lacking 
terrestrial infrastructures. 
 Objectives 
The main objectives for this work are the following: 
• Model the adaptive physical layer and system – create accurate models of the adaptive 
physical layer while filtering out the channel and the physical layer complexity. Model 
adaptive physical layer systems, taking into account all the different components as well as 
the multi-user complexity. 
• Identify constraints of current solutions – assess the challenges introduced by adaptive 
physical layer systems. Analyse current solutions and evaluate their merits but also their 
weaknesses and limitations. 
• Develop cross-layer techniques for providing QoS – development of methodologies for 
creating a systematic approach in the design and development of cross-layer techniques. 
These methodologies shall provide a framework for the joint optimisation of the different 
layers of a communications system. Development of integrated resource management 
techniques for providing QoS guarantees that are optimal in the usage of the adaptive 
physical layer.  
• Develop game theory approaches for providing QoS – create novel approaches to resource 
allocation based on welfare optimisation, pricing and cost models. Integrate cross-layer 
approaches to game theory based QoS provision solutions. Propose implementable solutions 
that are both efficient from a communications engineering point-of-view as well as from a 
welfare optimisation point-of-view. 
• Finally and most importantly, develop a unified approach for providing QoS that integrates 
cross-layer approaches with game theory. Cross-layer approaches shall provide technical 
framework for providing QoS, while game theory shall provide validation for design choices 
and proposed solutions. This validation is usually lacking in technical solutions that are not 
backed by theoretical results.   
 Document structure and context 
This document is reflects the path taken in the studies towards obtaining the doctorate degree. The 
choice of subject was decided almost from the start after an initial assessment of its relevance and 
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its presence in a wide range of projects and general studies that were going to be initiated during 
the course of the doctorate studies. 
The fundamental platform for the development of this thesis was the European Space Agency 
project entitled “IP-friendly cross-layer optimization of adaptive satellite systems”, which was 
developed within an industry-lead consortium formed by INDRA, UAB and UPC. The results of 
this project were publicly presented on the 22 of November at the workshop entitled Advanced 
Studies on DVB-RCS, at ESA/ESTEC in Noordwijk, The Netherlands. When including the 
preparatory studies that were developed for the proposal, the total length of this project extends 
almost up to three years. Hence, this project is at the core of this thesis. However, the most directly 
related part of this thesis is the QoS provision for DVB-S2/RCS study case presented in section 
3.3, where obtained results are a direct outcome of this project. 
A complementary platform for the development of this thesis was collaborative work developed 
within SatNEx, i.e. the European Satellite Communications Network of Excellence that was 
launched within the 6th Research Framework Programme of the European Commission. This 
project was designed to foster collaborative work between universities and research institutes 
across Europe so that they can play a crucial role in supporting European industry. Within SatNEx, 
a wide range of joint activities were performed, where the collaborative tools like the personal 
exchange missions, work meetings, the satellite-based video-conferencing platform as well as the 
annual summer school provided the framework for important collaborative research.  
This document is not the result of a single project but rather a collection of knowledge obtained 
from several projects, some with more practical-oriented studies while others rather more 
theoretical in nature. Furthermore, the topics covered in this document have been studied from 
both a theoretical and a practical point-of-view due to this broad range of activities. 
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2 STATE OF THE ART 
 Introduction 
The state-of-the-art research is quite broad and addresses many different topics. Nonetheless, it can 
be divided into two main categories. The first category is described as Quality-of-service provision 
based on Cross-layer techniques and it is focused on implementing current QoS standards and 
paradigms with new cross-layer techniques. These techniques allow adaptive physical layer 
systems to provide a tighter coupling between the different layers and shape their behaviour. In the 
end, the QoS provision for adaptive physical layer systems should behave in a similar fashion as in 
fixed capacity systems. 
The second category is described as Quality-of-service provision based on Welfare economics and 
it is focused on providing services with QoS requirements based on game theory approaches. The 
state-of-the-art research will be focused on many different game theory topics but special attention 
will be given to welfare economics. Game theory has been proposed as a new framework for 
studying QoS provision for fixed capacity systems, and more recently for variable capacity 
systems. The state-of-the-art will focus on new QoS provision approaches and their applicability to 
adaptive physical layer systems. 
 Literary review on cross-layer design for Quality-of-Service 
provision 
In 1948, Claude E. Shannon introduced the notion of channel capacity in the paper A mathematical 
theory of communication [4]. This theoretical notion of channel capacity is not restricted by system 
complexity or delay and therefore it is the theoretical limit of any communications system [5]. 
A measurement in efficiency of a communication system is the distance between the achievable 
capacity and Shannon’s limit. A challenge in information theory is to present implementable 
communication systems with very narrow margins between the achievable capacity and Shannon’s 
limit. Sometimes, the challenge itself is finding the actual capacity limits for a specific type of 
communications system. This is true for the capacity of multiple antenna broadcast channel, which 
has been approximated by its outer bound [6] and not by the actual capacity limit. 
In this section, the QoS provision is analysed from a multi-layer perspective. The section is divided 
into the different communication layers that are related to QoS provision based on cross-layer 
techniques. The adaptive physical layer is introduced as well as systems implementing it. The 
subsequent layers are analysed according to their roles in QoS provision and the cross-layer 
techniques are examined at the layer they are most relevant to. 
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? Adaptive physical layer 
As mentioned before, it is well known in information theory that maximum capacity is attained by 
adapting the physical layer, provided that there is Channel Side Information (CSI) [3]. There are 
several systems that already implement CSI, like the widely deployed wireless system based on the 
802.11b/g standards [7][8].  
When using a wireless broadcast system for interactive services, the broadcast channel is used to 
carry unicast data and therefore CSI can be used to enhance the achievable capacity. The adaptive 
physical layer can be implemented by using Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) that 
provides different levels of protection for a wide range of channel conditions. The CSI is carried by 
a feedback channel, which can be implemented by piggybacking the channel information over the 
return channel. 
Wireless systems can be characterised by their channel, especially by the existence of slow fading 
and fast fading events. Mobility and urban environments usually cause fast fading events while 
atmospheric conditions are responsible for slow fading events. These are rough generalisations 
since channels are dependent of a lot of factors and their characteristics change dramatically at 
different frequency ranges. However, wireless terrestrial systems are usually characterised by fast 
fading channels while satellite based systems are usually characterised by slow fading channels. 
There are exceptions of course, like wide area non-mobile terrestrial systems or satellite-based 
mobile systems. 
Since the intrinsic channel characteristics play a very important role in the system design and its 
behaviour, there has been in recent years a lot of research concerning adaptive physical layer 
systems over fast fading channels. Research for adaptive physical layer systems over slow fading 
channels is limited, although important work is being done in the area of satellite communications. 
In satellite based systems, there are a number of proprietary adaptive physical layer systems. 
However, one of the must ambitious systems implementing adaptive physical layer was recently 
defined in the DVB-S2 standard [1]. This standard encompasses several areas including interactive 
services, which requires a feedback channel. This allows for CSI and therefore the introduction of 
an adaptive physical layer. The feedback channel can be implemented by any number of return 
channel technologies that meet certain requirements. Nonetheless, the typical scenario is the use of 
DVB-RCS [9] for the return channel. This standard specifies a multi-user uplink access technology 
based on Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSAT). The use of DVB-RCS as the feedback channel 
has been chosen as a typical scenario in the DVB-S2 User Guidelines [2]. The ACM in DVB-S2 
was designed to respond to the variability in the channel conditions and it was designed to 
accommodate for CSI delay, like the satellite transmission path delay introduced by the DVB-RCS. 
The DVB-S2 standard fully specifies the physical layer as well as the interfaces with higher layer 
and the carriage of broadcast services. However, it does not address the actual implementation of 
higher layers for interactive services. 
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? Return channel 
Before moving on to higher layers, it is important to first review the return channel.  
In wireless systems, the return channel can be jointly defined with the forward channel or can be 
defined as two distinct systems. Usually, wireless terrestrial systems are jointly developed in order 
to optimise the transmission, reuse software and hardware including the RF block and to provide 
an overall reduction in costs, size and battery life (if applicable). In satellite systems, the forward 
link was already present in the form of the broadcast systems that had been standardised many 
years before the introduction of interactive services over satellite. Therefore, the widely deployed 
and low-cost forward link technology was maintained and new return channel technologies were 
developed. Some of these systems were based on terrestrial return channels like dial-up modems. 
Initially, proprietary satellite return channel technologies were developed but the high costs and the 
lack of interoperability lead to the creation of a new standard. 
In the DVB-RCS standard, the physical layer is based on Multi-frequency Time Division Multiple 
Access (MF-TMDA) technology. The satellite terminals transmit in bursts but can only transmit at 
certain time-slots that are specified in the Transmission Burst Time Plan (TBTP). In DVB-RCS, 
the transmission is organised into superframes and before each superframe, the TBTP is 
broadcasted to the terminals in order for them to know in which frequency and time-slot they can 
transmit. The DVB-RCS standard was designed to guarantee that all satellite terminals that follow 
the standard can operate under any DVB-RCS network. Nonetheless, the Network Control Centre 
(NCC) can operate with a wide range of system parameters since the standard allows for 
implementation flexibility. 
Under the DVB-RCS standard, it is possible to implement a limited version of rate adaptation 
based on the channel conditions. The standard allows for several carriers with different symbol-
rates and for each carrier a certain modulation rate can be attributed to it. The adaptive modulation 
is obtained by scheduling the terminals to different carriers that effectively change the modulation 
rate. The adaptive coding is already allowed in the standard. The entire rate adaptation mechanism 
is not defined in the standard although this is one of the threads currently being addressed in the 
standardization working groups.  
The return channel shall also be addressed as a QoS provision problem over adaptive physical 
layer systems. Generic research concerning adaptive physical layer systems does not require a 
specific system in mind, although its implementation for the return channel over satellite will be 
addressed later as part of the DVB-S2/RCS study case.   
? Access layer 
After introducing the adaptive physical layer, it is possible to address the higher layers and also the 
cross-layer design. 
Traditionally, the access layer has been designed to assume fixed capacity from the physical layer. 
The layered reference models are described in detail in [10]. This characteristic allowed the 
decoupling from the physical layer and provided important simplifications when addressing the 
issues like resource allocation and QoS provision. With the introduction of adaptive physical layer 
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systems, the problems created by the strict layered architecture started to be identified [11] and the 
joint optimisation of the access and physical layers has been an important research topic for many 
years.  
In [12], a theoretical analysis to cross-layer design suggests that some cross-layer optimisations 
could result in unwanted behaviours and overall system instability. The authors show that under 
certain conditions, the cross-layer optimisations increase the system performance while in others 
degrades it below performance levels obtained with layered approaches. This paper also suggests 
that the time-scale dependency limits the scope of cross-layer optimisations. Therefore, 
dependency loops are avoided when parameters operate at different time-scales. 
In [13], formal studies on interaction between layers provided the justification for cross-layer 
design. The results show that it is possible to measure the coherence level between two adjunct 
layers and validate the applicability of cross-layer design for high coherence levels. This coherence 
level is closely related to the difference between time-scales of events at each layer. Since the 
access layer and the physical layer operate at similar time scales, their joint optimisation is quite 
appropriate. The paper shows that satellite based networks should be jointly optimised in the 
access and physical layer. Once again, the time-scales have been identified as a fundamental 
characteristic in the cross-layer design analysis. 
In [11], further justification for cross-layer approaches is presented. This thesis analyses the 
inefficiencies in the interactions between layers. It focuses on issues like bandwidth estimation, 
congestion control, packet loss and excessive FEC. The author proposes a QoS driven cross-layer 
approach where the network layer would signal to the link layer the required error control. In 
multi-hop wireless networks, the cross-layer optimisation would be applied to each wireless 
segment, in order to obtain a homogeneous error control. 
In [14] a QoS driver cross-layer approach is also proposed for High Speed Downlink Packet 
Access (HSDPA), which is an UMTS extension. In this paper, the minimum transmit power 
required to meet the QoS requirements is obtained. An efficient power management allows the 
maximisation of the aggregate capacity in adaptive power control systems by reducing the 
interference level. 
In some situations it is possible to obtain very close parallelisms between power control and ACM, 
which allows the translation of power control algorithms into ACM algorithms. In [15], the same 
resource allocation mechanism is described for both adaptive power control systems and ACM 
systems. This demonstrates the close relationship between adaptive physical layers based on power 
control and based on ACM. 
In [16], another QoS driven algorithm is proposed for a wireless system based on Orthogonal 
Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM). This system has extra degree of freedom by providing 
both power control and ACM. The authors propose a two-stepped approach where first, the 
optimal power level is obtained and then the ACM mode is selected. In DVB-S2 systems, the 
transmit power should remain constant. There are some satellite spacecrafts that allow power 
control like the IPSTAR [17], but this requires new satellite platforms that provide cross-layer 
control in terms of per beam transmit power, which is not available in standard commercial 
satellites.  
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In [18], the fundamental concepts in wireless communications are revisited specifically for 
wireless fading channels. The authors describe fixed capacity systems as bit-pipes and show that 
this simplification is no longer valid for adaptive physical layer systems. The paper focuses on 
cross-layer approaches for multi-access (uplink) models and takes an Information theory approach 
for characterising the fundamental capacity limits, stability region, throughput and optimal 
resource allocation. The authors found the optimal rate allocation policy for maximising 
throughput, which is given by the Longest Weighted Queue Highest Possible Rate (LWQHPR). 
The paper also shows that a different policy must be used in order to obtain the delay optimal 
resource allocation policy. This is obtained by LQHPR policy, which is not throughput optimal. 
The paper also analyses broadcast fading channels, but focuses mostly on power and delay 
tradeoffs. 
An important aspect of QoS provision is the notion that there is a trade-off between QoS 
guarantees and maximum achievable rates. This can be associated with the joint access/physical 
layer optimisation by considering that the access layer can shape the physical layer behaviour in 
order to offer a certain data rate with some statistical variability due to the adaptive physical layer. 
This value defines the capacity limit with some QoS guarantees. From this data rate it is possible to 
obtain the effective capacity that corresponds to a lower data rate value but with some stricter QoS 
guarantees. The notion of effective capacity was introduced in [19] and it is derived from a concept 
of effective bandwidth that is aimed at modelling variable bit-rate sources over fixed capacity 
links. 
The authors in [20] propose a cross-layer design of wireless links overcoming the limitations of the 
traditional and standalone design of the physical layer, which assumes there are always sufficient 
data waiting to be transmitted. The paper analyses the effects of finite-length queuing at the data 
link layer and ACM, and derives expressions for the packet loss rate, the average throughput, and 
the average spectral efficiency. The paper develops an analytical framework that jointly describes 
the physical and the link layers assuming a system with ACM. The results in the paper are only for 
the single-user scenario. In [21], the same authors develop a cross-layer design for multi-user 
scheduling at the data link layer, with each user employing ACM at the physical layer. In 
particular, a simple scheduler is proposed that considers two services classes and provides efficient 
bandwidth utilization and isolation of high-quality user from users of the lower class. Users are 
distinguished according to their QoS requirements. The scheduling objective is to share the number 
of available time slots among the users, giving to each user the minimum resource allocation that 
accomplishes QoS requirements. The unused slots are finally shared among the users that have 
requested best effort services 
In [22] and [23], a new scheduling algorithm called Adaptive Weighted Round Robin with Delay 
Tolerance (AWRR/DT) is analysed. The authors propose a queuing mechanism in which similar 
connections are multiplexed in traffic classes. The method classifies and determines the weights of 
classes depending on traffic and delay characteristics. The algorithm uses a scheme where N traffic 
classes are classified into a single non real-time class and N-1 real-time classes. The focus of this 
study is to optimise buffer’s scheduling to minimise average delay of non real-time traffic while 
maintaining the QoS of real-time traffic. In [24], the authors present a new scheduling scheme to 
support premium service, based on weighted packet scheduling that adaptively adjusts the weights. 
The proposed scheme optimises queue size to minimise the following parameters for the premium 
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service: loss, delay and jitter. In [25], the authors propose a new scheduling algorithm, called the 
Dynamic Weighted Round Robin (DWRR). The algorithm is presented as a solution for ATM 
switches to provide real-time variable bit rate (i.e. video), since ATM networks allow to transfer 
various types of data. The basic idea is that the number of cells departed in a scheduling time unit 
is increased or decreased corresponding to the queue length, unlike other algorithms such as DRR, 
where a constant amount of cells departs from the queue. 
Most of the previous papers focused on generic wireless systems or in specific terrestrial wireless 
access technologies. The two papers [26][27] present the architecture for providing QoS in DVB-
RCS. This architecture was developed under the Satellite Broadband Multimedia System for IPv6 
(SATIP6) project. These papers present the QoS architecture for DVB-RCS and provide validation 
through an emulation platform. The proposed architecture is based on well-adopted standards and 
best practices and should be considered as a reference for QoS provision over fixed capacity 
systems. The architecture was developed for DVB-S/RCS systems with constant capacity. 
Therefore, cross-layer design and adaptive physical layer systems are not addressed in these 
papers. 
In [28], the authors focus specifically on the resource allocation for return channel, considering a 
very limited physical layer with just two possible rates. The paper studies the time-slot assignment 
problem in DVB-RCS. A complete mathematical formulation is provided, which results in a 
nonlinear integer programming problem. Given the computational complexity of finding the 
optimal solution for such a problem, a nearly-optimal algorithm is proposed, which can be 
executed in real-time. An efficient heuristic solution is proposed to find nearly-optimal user 
scheduling. Users are assigned in a time-frequency grid that corresponds to the TBTP of DVB-
RCS. Each user’s contribution to the penalty function is equal to the number of slots that are 
requested but not served, multiplied by the weight assigned to the QoS traffic class. The proposed 
algorithm is designed to minimise the penalty values as a method for guaranteeing fairness and 
QoS. 
As it is possible to observe, most of the research related to cross-layer approaches between the 
access and physical layers were focused either on terrestrial wireless systems or on generic 
wireless systems. The QoS provision for satellite-based systems has reached a desirable maturity 
level but only for fixed capacity systems. Important gaps in terms of adaptive physical layer 
systems have been identified and these are addressed in the following sections. 
? Network layer 
The network layer has also been the topic of important work in the area of cross-layer design even 
though routing issues are not especially relevant for centrally managed wireless networks. On the 
other hand, unmanaged networks require self-configuration, regeneration and power optimisation 
capabilities. These requirements lead to joint cross-layer design from the physical up to the 
network layer as it is justified in [11]. However, this research area is clearly out of scope and was 
only included for consistency purposes. 
The network layer plays an important part in QoS provision that goes beyond routing issues. Two 
important areas are related to the network layer. The first area is the transmission of QoS 
requirements across the network. This has been possible by the inclusion of the Differentiated 
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Services Code Point (DSCP) in the IP and IPv6 protocol headers, which label the packets with 
certain QoS requirements [29]. The label itself is not a guarantee of any QoS provision but 
provides the means to identify and aggregate traffic with similar QoS requirements. 
The second area is the active queue management (AQM) mechanisms. Buffer queues are used to 
absorb bursty traffic and take advantage of statistical multiplexing. Traditionally, drop-tail queue 
management is used, which means that if a buffer gets full, all arriving packets are dropped. A 
reference paper in the area of AQM is the [30] that introduces the Random Early Detection (RED) 
algorithm. In [31], RED is described as a method to reduce delay while maintaining high 
utilization. 
Although AQM is at the network layer, it can be considered as a cross-layer technique. It is why 
most transport layer protocols include congestion avoidance mechanisms that react to packet 
losses. Most AQM mechanisms deliberately drop packets when queues show high occupancy 
levels in order to trigger the congestion avoidance mechanisms at transport layer. Even though it is 
difficult to separate the AQM from the transport layer, the following papers are mainly focused on 
AQM while the papers focused transport layer protocols are addressed in the following subsection. 
In [32], a comprehensive analysis on AQM mechanisms is presented. Their performance is 
compared in different scenarios as well as their benefits and short-falls. The authors take a control 
theory approach to the problem and focus on issues like congestion detection, stability, fairness 
and scalability. The paper shows that some assumptions made about AQM mechanisms are not 
always true. Taking a theoretical approach to AQM, the authors propose mathematical models to 
describe and analyse different AQM approaches. 
In [33] and [34], the authors propose a multi-level ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) 
algorithm in order to better inform the sender about the congestion level. The ECN is a packet 
marking procedure that allows the intermediate nodes to notify the sender about congestion 
without having to drop any packets. In [33], the authors show how the reuse of the ECN bits on the 
IP packets can be exploited to notify four different congestion levels. It also shows through 
simulation that QoS parameters like throughput, link utilization, delay, losses are improved in 
comparison with normal ECN schemes. This approach was considered especially useful for 
satellite links that show low responsiveness to congestion signs due to the high round trip delay. In 
[34], the authors analyse the multi-level ECN but from a control and stability point-of-view. The 
authors demonstrate the difficulty to correctly tune RED and also MECN different scenarios. The 
paper also proposes guidelines for tuning multi-ECN for satellite networks. 
In [35], the authors also take a control theory approach to analyse RED and propose guidelines for 
tuning RED for satellite networks. This paper is not only focused on GEO satellite networks but 
also on LEO and MEO satellite networks. 
In [36], the authors propose an improvement to ECN by implementing a mark-front policy. This 
means that when the congestion avoidance mechanism is activated, the packets leaving the queue 
are marked instead of the arriving packets. This policy reduces the response time delay by an 
amount equal to the queuing delay, as it would be expected. The authors propose this improvement 
especially for satellite networks. 
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A different type of improvement to ECN is also proposed in [37]. This improvement is also 
directed towards satellite links and it consists in aggressively marking packets with ECN in order 
to avoid congestion. This improvement is basically an increase in the controller’s gain designed to 
improve the system responsiveness. The authors show through simulations improvements in the 
congestion avoidance but also in the bandwidth utilisation in comparison with normal ECN. 
In [38], the authors propose an AQM mechanism not based in RED. This mechanism is called 
BLUE and it is based on different congestion detection algorithms. The authors first address the 
problems with RED and show that in some situations it can perform poorly and it is not able to 
limit packet loss even with ECN. The authors show through simulations that BLUE can exhibit 
higher stability, better link utilization and lower packet loss. They also show that it requires smaller 
buffers than RED. It should be noted that only RED based algorithms have been deployed in 
commercial solutions and therefore alternatives like BLUE lack of large scale deployment tests in 
order to provide validation. 
In [39], the authors take a different look at ECN. They analyse the possibility of using ECN to 
create Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. The paper identifies vulnerabilities and precautions that 
should be taken and conclude that it is still beneficial to deploy ECN across the network. The 
authors conclude that a large scale attack would be the biggest threat to the network and it could 
disrupt the service in such a way that Service Level Agreements (SLA) would not be met. 
Addressing queue management as a scheduling problem, in [40] the authors analyse the interaction 
between the network, access and physical layers especially when it comes to the issue of 
maximising throughput and minimizing detail in multi-access wireless systems. This paper is 
complementary to [18] since it goes beyond the access layer and extends its analysis to the network 
layer, presenting a cross-layer perspective. The paper reviews previous results that show how to 
achieve the theoretical throughput optimal and then it shows how to achieve the theoretical delay 
optimal. First, the authors obtain the throughput optimal by combining power control and rate 
allocation, showing that it can be optimised by the max-weight algorithm or by a similar algorithm 
(LWQHPR). Second, they show that a LQHPR algorithm is delay optimal (not throughput 
optimal). The analysis shows that it is possible to minimise the average delay by implementing a 
LQHPR policy according to the (time dependent) capacity region. As it was mentioned before, the 
power control can usually be translated into ACM allocation. 
? Transport layer 
Traditionally, the transport layer was not considered a QoS provisioning problem, especially since 
it should only apply to the end systems. Nonetheless, the transport layer is very much related to 
AQM as well as bandwidth efficiency over satellite networks. 
The AQM mechanisms have already been addressed in the previous section. However, some of the 
following papers address the interactions between the transport layer protocols with AQM. 
Although not being the only transport layer protocol, TCP is the most well known and employed 
transport layer protocol on the Internet today. Currently, there are many different official versions 
(also known as flavours) of TCP, but they all perform poorly over satellite, at least using their 
default settings. This is due to the satellite path delay that not only produces a long connection 
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setup time but also produces low bandwidth utilization. This last issue is a result of the slow-start 
mechanism and the limited TCP Window size, which can be increased but by default is usually 
below the optimal size for broadband satellite networks. These issues are well covered in the 
following papers [41][42]. Although the TCP optimisation is a bit outside of the QoS provision 
topic, an introduction to the subject was considered relevant for consistency purposes. It is also 
important for understanding the introduction of the Performance Enhancement Proxies (PEP) that 
will be addressed in this section. 
In [43], the authors propose a modified TCP protocol for lossy wireless links. The protocol not 
only exploits the ECN to separate channel losses from congestion, but also implements a transport 
layer FEC in order to increase the loss tolerance. This modified TCP is designed for very lossy 
channels, and simulations show that is also outperforms link level FEC and even FEC/ARQ link 
level mechanisms. Its applicability to adaptive physical layer systems is reduced since these 
usually guarantee low error probabilities. 
In [41], a modified version of TCP is proposed for tackling with the satellite links issues. The 
authors propose the use of dummy packets to periodically probe the link and adapt the TCP 
algorithms accordingly. This approach is wasteful of resources due to the use of dummy packets 
but could be useful if the information provided by the probe could be obtained from the lower 
layers and therefore provide cross-layer optimisation. 
In [44], the authors propose a cross-layer approach for providing fairness between TCP flows for 
multi-hop LEO satellites. The receiver would implement a cross-layer bandwidth information flow 
between the lower layers and TCP in order to change the value of the receiver’s advertised 
window, which would signal the available bandwidth to the sender. 
In [45] the authors propose PEP between the server and the terminal. The PEP would implement a 
technique called split-TCP, which creates two TCP connections, one between the server and the 
proxy and another between the proxy and the terminal. Although this breaks the end-to-end 
connectivity, this approach uses protocol translation techniques that allow transparent proxy 
behaviour. PEPs allow the deployment of modified TCP versions over the satellite link without 
requiring any modification of the servers on the Internet. 
In [39] an innovative alternative to AQM is proposed, where a control architecture based on a 
notification protocol separates the congestion control from error recovery in TCP. The approach is 
proposed as a way to solve the problems with traditional AQM mechanisms that rely on indirect 
information to estimate congestion levels. This approach would require the modification of the 
sender and receiver but could be applicable to PEPs, since the notification protocol would be 
restricted to the satellite path. 
In [46], the authors propose a PEP architecture based on a set of standardised tools specifically 
tuned for satellite links. The authors propose the use of TCP flavour DVegas as well as the 
implementation of cross-layer information between the TCP and the access layer queues that 
implement AQM. 
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2.3 Literary review on cross-layer Game theory for Quality-of-
Service provision 
For many years, communication and networking problems were addressed from a convex 
optimisation point-of-view. In many situations, it was only possible to solve the problems for a 
single user but not for multiple users due to conflicting objectives. For tackling this situation, new 
approaches based on game theory have emerged as a method of addressing multi-user problems 
with conflicting objectives. According to [47], 
Game theory is a bag of analytical tools designed to help us understand the 
phenomena that we observe when decision-makers interact. 
     - Martin Osborne and Ariel Rubinstein 
 
The tools provided by game theory have been used to model many different communications 
theory problems including QoS provision. The following papers will address QoS from a game 
theory perspective, where the users’ preferences are modelled by utility functions that depend on 
one or more system variables. These can be SNIR, bandwidth, delay, packet loss, R factor 
(analytical voice quality score), or any other variable that can be used to measure the quality for a 
given service. Depending on the situation, the term user can be applied to terminals, applications 
or services. 
A special interest will be given to papers addressing welfare economics, which is focused on 
maximising the social welfare. According to [48], the role of welfare economics is to establish a 
link between competitive markets and optimality. On the other hand, social choice theory is 
focused on finding the social preferences, i.e. obtaining solutions that are better is terms of fairness 
criteria or egalitarian criteria based on cost-benefit analysis. Welfare economics provides tools to 
analyse the overall fairness of different optimal solutions [49][50][51]. Here the focus in not only 
in obtaining any optimal solution but in selecting a socially optimal solution.  
In [52] and [53], the authors analyse the QoS provision for multimedia services from a game 
theory perspective. The authors show that an application layer quality level should be used as the 
QoS metric for multimedia services and that resource allocation should be focused on maximising 
this metric. The authors also propose a joint physical/access/network cross-layer optimisation, 
where the users may choose to employ cooperative or non-cooperative strategies according to the 
situation in order to best suit their needs. This is clearly based on game theory principles and 
moreover, it proposes the use of cross-layer design. These papers don’t actually propose any 
specific techniques but provide some general ideas on how to approach the situation. 
A joint physical/access optimisation for OFDM wireless networks is proposed in [54], based on the 
maximisation of the aggregate utility functions. The system is based on a rate allocation 
mechanism that maximises the aggregate utilities based on a dual resource allocation mechanism. 
This mechanism allocates the bandwidth for each sub-carrier and also determines the power for 
each frequency. These problems have been identified as Dynamic Subcarrier Allocation (DSA) and 
Adaptive Power Allocation (APA).  
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Some of the previous papers were only focused on maximising the aggregate utilities by taking 
control of the decision process. However, game theory has been applied to large scale 
communication networks where there is no central authority controlling the allocation of shared 
resources; instead users are free to act in a selfish manner. Many authors (e.g., 
[51][55][56][57][58]) have modelled the behaviour of users in such a system by a non-cooperative 
game and study the resulting Nash equilibria. However, all these approaches are designed for 
reliable constant capacity links, i.e. wired communications. 
In [59], the authors propose a generic resource allocation mechanism for adaptive physical layer 
systems. This paper is based on game theory principles like utilities and fairness although not 
specifically focused on modelling games. The authors propose a dynamic algorithm and analyse its 
achieved fairness. The proposed algorithm also supports different service classes, which means 
that it goes beyond simple fairness optimisation towards a broader welfare optimisation 
perspective. 
In [60], the authors propose a non-cooperative approach based on pricing scheme that provides a 
simple method for avoiding congestion and optimising the resource allocation. The authors go 
beyond traditional approaches by modelling resource allocation for poisson arrivals and also for 
general arrivals.  
In [15], the authors also propose a pricing based resource allocation scheme for adaptive physical 
layer systems. They show that their approach can be used for any variable rate wireless system, 
like CDMA or ACM based systems. The approach is different from [60] since it is focused 
comparing different maximisation goals: throughput, revenue and social welfare. The authors also 
analyse different implementation strategies and issues associated with each one.  
In [61], in-depth analysis into many topics related to the economics of communications networks is 
presented. This book is focused in the fundamental concepts behind these two topics and not so 
much in the latest advances in these areas. However, this is considered by many as reference in this 
field. Complementary to this one is the [62], where the specific issue of game theory applied to 
wireless communications is addressed. The book covers many different aspects of wireless 
communications and different technologies like ah-hoc networks, where game theory is a very 
important topic. This is due to the use of cooperative approaches mostly for dealing with routing 
and medium access control so that efficient communications can arise from unmanaged networks. 
These approaches based on game theory show very promising alternatives to traditional QoS 
provision solutions and are the basis for the work presented in section 4.  
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3 CROSS-LAYER DESIGN FOR ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL LAYER 
SYSTEMS 
 Introduction 
The state-of-the-art on QoS provision based on cross-layer techniques has yielded two important 
results. First, there are gaps when it comes to QoS provision over adaptive physical layer systems. 
The proposed cross-layer solutions usually only address specific problems and do not provide 
integrated QoS provision approaches for adaptive physical layer systems. Second, terrestrial 
wireless systems represent the bulk of research, while satellite-based adaptive physical systems 
usually lag behind in terms of quantity and maturity of research. 
The following two sections are focused on QoS provision for adaptive physical layer systems. The 
first deals with the lower level aspects of QoS provision, namely the cross-layer architecture and 
the resource allocation based on joint physical/access layers optimisation. It also introduces 
resource allocation for multiple service classes with basic QoS guarantees. 
The second section addresses advanced QoS provision, specifically the integration of network 
layer algorithms into the cross-layer architecture as well as full QoS guarantees. It also addresses 
system performance limits and the use of AQM in order to increase the system operational limits. 
In both sections, the adaptive physical layer system chosen as a reference scenario was the 
broadband satellite system based on DVB-S2/RCS. The cross-layer design and techniques are quite 
generic in the sense that they should not be restricted to this specific study case. Only the 
simulation results presented in both sections are really focused on specific DVB-S2/RCS scenarios. 
Nonetheless, these simulations were presented to provide further validation of the theoretical 
results, which were created for generic adaptive physical layer systems.  
 Quality-of-Service provision based on cross-layer design 
3.2.1 CROSS-LAYER ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 
As it was mentioned before, an important effort has been put on resource management optimisation 
for QoS provision in terrestrial wireless systems implementing adaptive physical layer [63]. The 
fundamentally different nature of the satellite channel makes the advanced resource management 
algorithms proposed for terrestrial systems not optimal for satellite systems. For satellite terminals 
that are not mobile, the link can be characterised by a slow fading channel that is only affected by 
rain events, which are time-and-location limited. Hence, the development of new flexible solutions 
is required. 
Although the satellite link is characterised by a slow fading channel, other wireless systems also 
suffer from slow fading events along with fast fading events. Therefore, resource management 
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algorithms proposed for satellite systems should also be considered for terrestrial wireless systems 
since the slow fading events and the fast fading events can usually be handled separately. 
One approach to providing this flexibility is the introduction of an adaptive fairness parameter 
[64][65]. This approach has been adopted following different perspectives in the literature. The 
basic idea is to apply a scalar parameter to the different effective data rates in order to compensate 
or penalise the lower spectral efficiencies. 
In [P3][P6], a novel cross-layer design is proposed, which allows utilising channel-related 
knowledge in packet scheduling on the forward link to provide tuneable fairness. The major 
novelty is given by the fact that the proposed algorithm also supports service differentiation that 
complies with the requirements for implementing QoS. 
The concept of tuneable fairness is derived from the difficulty in fulfilling conflicting objectives. 
These objectives are usually described as throughput maximisation and fairness guarantees. 
There have been several proposed techniques that take advantage of ACM techniques to maximise 
the system throughput. Most of these proposals are focused on maximising system capacity by 
using whenever possible ACM schemes that have higher spectral efficiencies [66]. These 
approaches however may not take into account the fairness among users.  
Another possible approach consists of granting users with good channel conditions with more 
opportunities to transmit, while postponing the transmission for users with bad channel conditions 
[64]. When these users recover from bad channel conditions they are granted more opportunities to 
transmit until they are balanced with the other users in terms of average throughput. This approach, 
while efficient for terrestrial systems, is hardly applicable to systems with slow fading channels 
like satellite systems. Another related approach consists of attributing a certain priority to each 
ACM scheme and determining the amount of transmission time according to the channel 
conditions [65]. With this approach, service providers can find the compromise point between 
system throughput and service equilibrium among users, regardless of channel conditions. 
This subsection is organised as follows:  
• Description of the system model and the scheduler model for a satellite system 
implementing ACM.  
• Introduction to the novel cross-layer approach for tuneable fairness scheduling. 
• Introduction of the tuneable fairness vector for implementing service differentiation.  
• Illustrative numerical results for systems implementing single and multiple service classes. 
• Main conclusions 
 
3.2.1.1 System model 
The main focus of this study is the forward link of a GEO (Geostationary Earth Orbit) Multi-beam 
Broadband Satellite (MBS) system that implements an adaptive physical layer for interactive 
applications where users are not mobile. The focus is on the case when equal power and time 
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division is assumed. Although the work is mostly focused on systems implementing the DVB-S2 
standard, the applicability of the results to other adaptive physical systems is also a matter of 
interest. 
Each physical layer is defined by a given interval of SNIR, ( )mm SNIRSNIR ,1− , that is necessary to 
achieve a given spectral efficiency, mη , with m = 1, …M. Combinations of available coding rates 
and modulation formats are generally designated as physical layer formats, modes, MODCODs, 
configurations or simply ACM schemes. 
The system model in Figure 1 represents a system based on the DVB-S2 standard, where before 
the transmission (TX) block there is an Adaptive Modulation (AM) block and an Adaptive Coding 
(AC) block. The Scheduler (SCH) block interconnects the network layer to the physical layer and 
implements the necessary scheduling algorithms. There is also a generic feedback channel for 
providing CSI that connects the terminal to the Hub station. As it was mentioned before, this 
feedback channel is usually piggybacked on the return link based DVB-RCS. 
The focus is on the scheduler block that interconnects the network layer with the physical layer and 







Figure 1 ACM model based on DVB-S2 standard 
A basic scheduler model is shown in Figure 2, where as many buffers as possible ACM schemes 
are considered and a packet queuing and classification module directs incoming traffic packets to 
the buffering module. A possible implementation of this module is presented in [67], however in 
this initial work the focus is on the design of the scheduling of packets right before transmission. 
Note that each physical layer buffer has a size of Li information bits while the length of the code 
word output from the AC module has a constant length of LLDPC coded bits. Thus, each physical 
layer can provide a maximum capacity of bits/s where  is the carrier symbol-rate.  sm Rη sR
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Figure 2 Basic scheduler model 
The scheduling policy is assumed to be Weighted Round Robin (WRR) as proposed in the DVB-
S2 standard. Define the vector ( )MxxxX ,...,, 21=  as the vector of weights assigned to each physical 







In the following section, a cross-layer approach is proposed to derive the vector X such 
as ( )αηηη ,,,, 21 MfX K= , where the α parameter measures fairness across flows transmitted through 
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Figure 3 Basic QoS scheduler model 
Figure 3The basic QoS scheduler model is also presented in  in order to show that it is an extension 
of the basic scheduler presented in Figure 2. In this scheduler, there are a number of QoS traffic 
classes or Classes-of-Service (CoS) and each ACM scheme has a buffer for each CoS. This implies 
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that the number of buffers that are served by the scheduler is NCoS×M, where NCoS is the number of 
CoS. This scheduler will be presented in further detail in the section 3.2.1.3. 
3.2.1.2 Tuneable fairness scheduling 
ACM systems are non-intuitive due to their inherent adaptive nature and moreover while adaptive 
coding varies the amount of transmitted bits, adaptive modulation introduces a greater challenge 
due to the variability of number of bits-per-symbol.  
In order to introduce a parameter suitable to measure fairness between flows transmitted through 
the different physical layers as well as between different allocation policies, let us derive in a first 
instance what would be the vector of weights that would provide equal throughput to all physical 
layers. This condition can be expressed analytically by the following expression 
 nmSS nm ,, ∀=  (1) 
where Sm is the throughput of the m-th physical layer. Note that (1) states that the throughput shall 
be independent of the spectral efficiency. The expression of the total throughput assuming that 








Lm is the length of information bits that fits inside a frame of the ACM buffer with the m-th 














where Ti is the amount of time it takes to transmit Li bits. Equation (3) is obtained as the number of 
information bits transmitted from the m-th buffer divided by the duration of an entire scheduling 
cycle. The expression for throughput can be rearranged to be expressed in terms of spectral 































η  (5) 
and substituting into (3) one gets 
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It can be observed that the throughput (Sm) is the same for all physical layers and, therefore, 
independent of channel conditions as it was wanted with condition (1). This expression represents 
an interesting result, since it shows that is possible for a cross-layer scheduler to shield the network 
layer from the effects of a time-and-location dependent physical layer. 
Let us follow a similar derivation setting a different condition, which for example can be the 
inverse to (1), that is to say it would seek to provide the same time share to all physical layers. 
Note that this condition will grant higher throughput to higher spectral efficiencies. This condition 
can be expressed as: 
 nmTxTx nnmm ,, ∀=  (7)  




















S smm η=  (9) 
It can be observed that, as expected, condition (6) defines a scheduling policy that provides 
throughputs proportional to the spectral efficiencies. This scheduling policy is clearly cross-layer 
since it requires knowledge of the physical layer state.  
It can be noted that weights can be also defined in terms of fraction of time instead of fraction of 
bandwidth. As a matter of fact, it can be shown that weights defined in terms of fraction of time, 












φ  (10) 














It can be easily shown that (6) and (9) can be obtained when substituting (5) and (8) in (11) 
respectively. 
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From the previous results, it is clear that a decision has to be taken on the degree of desired 
fairness among different physical layers when designing a scheduling policy. In an ACM system, 
this decision is particularly complicated since the system is far more efficient when the scheduler 
grants more access to the most efficient (higher spectral efficiency) physical layers than to the 
lower ones. For this reason, a scheduling policy is proposed where throughput dependency on the 
spectral efficiency is controllable, so that the inevitable trade-off between fairness and aggregate 
throughput could be parameterised. To this aim, it is proposed that the weights vector to be of the 
form ( αηηη ,,,, 21 MfX K=  and using the scalar α to control the dependency with the spectral 


















ηα  (12) 
where (5) can be obtained by setting α=1 and (8) by setting α=0. This scheduling policy is also 
clearly cross-layer since it requires knowledge of the physical layer state. Moreover, (11) allows 
for a variety of policies with a tuneable fairness across both flows transmitted through the different 
physical layers as well as across different allocation policies. α=1 gives complete fairness by 
isolating physical layers and making throughput independent of channel conditions. However, this 
policy may not be the desired one since the aggregated throughput would not benefit much from 
the capacity improvement provided by ACM. On the other hand, α=0 provides time fairness which 
could be a reasonable policy since it makes the system more efficient in terms of throughput. More 
interesting is the fact that α can have negative values allowing for progressive throughput 
increment at the expenses of the physical layers with lower spectral, even though such a policy 















ηα  (13) 
and therefore the associated conflict between achieving flow fairness and maximising overall 
system throughput can be formally expressed by 
 ( ) 0,0 ><∂
∂ αα
αS  (14) 
3.2.1.3 Service differentiation with adaptive fairness 
Fairness provision and service differentiation into QoS traffic classes are usually opposite concepts 
when tackling QoS provision. In wired network systems, service differentiation is usually 
performed via bandwidth reservation and congestion management mechanisms. Satellite systems 
implementing ACM cannot directly apply the same mechanisms because of the variable available 
channel capacity. The tuneable fairness scheduling policy proposed in the previous section 
provides a straightforward approach to solve this problem: adaptively apply total fairness in order 
to shield the network layer from the adaptive physical layer thus introducing an off-the-shelf 
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device for service differentiation. This approach is however inefficient because of the resulting low 
aggregate throughput. Alternatively, more sensible values of fairness would not be capable of 
guaranteeing any level of QoS. The approach to this problem is based on taking advantage of the 
system behaviour for different fairness values and implementing service differentiation based on 
multiple fairness parameters operating simultaneously on the same scheduler. 
Consider that the scheduler model presented in Figure 3. A buffer per CoS per ACM scheme is 
considered. This enables not only the scheduler to distinguish among QoS traffic classes but also to 
handle each CoS differently depending of the respective ACM scheme. Consider (12) that 
represents the scheduler weights for a non-QoS ACM system. If each ACM scheme is divided into 
several traffic classes, there can be more than one fairness value simultaneously in the same 
system. Consider that qk is the required weight for the k-th CoS, k=1,2, …, NCoS, such that 







1 ( )Λ= ,,,1 MfX ηη K  with ( )NCoS21 ,...,, ααα=Λ : 























Note that αk is the fairness parameter for the kth CoS and that  











From (15) it is possible to express the throughput for an ACM system with QoS provision as 
described above. The new expression is an expansion of (15) that takes into account the new 
buffers in the system. 

























ηαα  (17) 
Although this expression is straightforward, it is not obvious to assess its behaviour due to the 
increased number of variables. In the next subsection, a simple numerical example is presented. 
It should be noted that the system would not necessarily require a large number of buffers since 
CoS with low fairness values could be for example grouped into buffers for ACM schemes with 
lower spectral efficiencies. In this case, scheduler weights would need to be compensated to reflect 
the sum of the individual weights before grouping. 
3.2.1.4 Numerical results 
This subsection presents a number of numerical examples in order to analyse in terms of 
throughput the effect of introducing tuneable fairness when designing the packet scheduler of an 
ACM system. 
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In particular, this simulation scenario is based on the DVB-S2 standard. The symbol-rate was set to 
25 Msymb/s which corresponds to a 30 MHz frequency band with a roll-off factor of 20%.  
? Throughput and bandwidth results 
The spectral efficiencies are taken from the DVB-S2 standard. The bit rates achievable with each 
physical layer are represented in Figure 4, where a comparison with the Shannon limit is also 
included, for two possible values of the maximum usable bandwidth (B=300 MHz and B=30 
MHz). 24 physical layers out of the 28 proposed by the standard have been considered in this plot. 
The 24 inclined lines represent the proportional relationship that exists between SNIR and 
achievable bit rate while the staircase-shaped line corresponds to the discrete ACM model 
proposed in the standard that assumes a granularity of 1 dB between consecutive layers. Note how 
both quantization and the use of realizable codes and modulations formats create a gap with respect 
to the Shannon limit.  



















Possible bit rates for each physical layer 
Bit rate wit ACM model for B=30MHz 
Bit rate wit ACM model for B=300MHz 
Shannon Capacity for B=300MHz 
Shannon Capacity for B=30MHz 
 
Figure 4 Achievable bit rates with DVB-S2 physical layers and the Shannon capacity for two values of the 
maximum bandwidth 
Figure 5 shows the per-physical layer throughput as a function of the tuneable fairness parameter. 
It can be observed that they all converge when α=1 by significantly reducing the achievable 
throughput of the most efficient physical layers. It is also observed that less efficient layers have 
lower margin variation than more efficient layers, which have a wider range. This fact can be used 
when selecting the most suitable fairness for a given application.  
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Figure 5 Per-physical layer throughput as a function of the fairness parameter 
Figure 6 shows the variation of total throughput for the 24 physical layers for discrete values of 
fairness parameter α. As it was foreseen, there is no significant throughput variation for α=1 
although the value is only 21% of the maximum throughput obtained for the ACM scheme with 
the highest spectral efficiency when α=-1. These results clearly show that total fairness in terms of 
providing equal throughput to all physical layers wastes resources. On the other hand, the 
throughput for ACM schemes with lower spectral efficiencies can become very low if the α 
parameter is lower than zero.  
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Figure 6 Per-layer throughput comparison for different values of the fairness parameter 
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Previous analyses were focused on showing the impact of the fairness parameter in order to find 
the best compromise between fairness and system performance. This approach is suitable for 
traffic without service differentiation, where the fairness value would be chosen according to the 
several requirements but especially the traffic profile. In order to provide QoS, it is necessary to 
distinguish between different kinds of traffic and treat them according to their QoS requirements. 
For instance, Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic like some codecs used in Voice-over-IP (VoIP) have 
strict QoS requirements and would need an α=1. On the other hand, non real-time connection 
oriented traffic does not require constant throughput and should be assigned an α<0 in order to 
take advantage of the increased bandwidth with good channel conditions. 
A scenario was created where three distinct CoS were defined in order to provide the following 
services: CBR, Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and Best-effort. For each CoS, fairness values are defined 
according to the traffic profile, which were α=1 for CBR, α=0 for VBR and α=-1 for Best-effort. 
For this scenario two examples are given that not only show the throughput per CoS but also the 
impact of CBR traffic in the overall system performance. 
 





























Figure 7 Total throughput with 3 CoS (15% CBR) 
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Figure 8 Throughput with 3 CoS (30% CBR) 
Figure 8Although Figure 7 and  are quite similar, they represent a different partitioning of the 
bandwidth. In the first case, the CBR traffic class has half the throughput than in the second case. It 
is clear that there is a reduction on the total system throughput due to the increased CBR 
bandwidth share. In terms of maximum throughput there is a 25.4% reduction and, in terms of 
total system throughput, there is a 10.9% reduction. 
Different policies to the one selected here are possible, the policy that has been simulated is only 
an example to show that it is possible to provide QoS in ACM systems and, at the same time, take 
advantage of good channel conditions to maximise the throughput. 
? Delay and jitter results 
The previous analysis also has an interpretation in terms of delay and jitter. In order to study these 
parameters, the terminals were grouped into geographical areas. This allows the terminals with 
similar channel conditions to be studied as a group. The delay and jitter results are valid for all the 
terminals within that group. As far as the delay is concerned, the more fair a policy is the higher 
delay the system might incur since the users under bad conditions will access the channel as much 
as the users under clear-sky conditions thus reducing the overall system throughput.  
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Figure 9 End-to-end maximum delay for clear-sky users as a function of attenuation peak 
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Figure 10 End-to-end maximum delay for rain users as a function of attenuation peak 
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Figure 11 Per-geographical area jitter histogram 
































Figure 12 Per-geographical area jitter histogram 
Figure 12
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show a very high load of 90% load. Although the delays can be too high, 
this load allows for a better visualization of the effect of the different degrees of fairness on delay. 
It is observed that negative values provide excellent performance to clear-sky users but, as 
expected, rain users show better performance for positive values of alpha. For the same saturated 
load, Figure 11 and  show the histograms of the jitter measured upon the queues of the 
VBR per geographical areas. It is interesting to observe that positive values of alpha (i.e. fair 
policies) increases average jitter and moreover may introduce higher values of jitter to the clear-
sky users. 
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In this initial work a methodology to introduce a tuneable fairness parameter for bandwidth 
allocation in satellite systems has been presented. This fairness tuning provides a highly flexible 
mechanism for balancing fairness and performance in adaptive systems where capacity is time-
and-location variant. Moreover, the methodology has been proved to be applicable to service 
differentiation and QoS provision by the introduction of specific fairness values per traffic class. 
This would not be possible without the cross-layer architecture that separates the scheduling per 
physical layer as well as per traffic class. Without this separation, the scheduler wouldn’t be able to 
implement fairness policies and QoS provision. 
The numerical simulations corroborate that a fairness-based capacity allocation system can be 
adaptively tuned via cross-layer design as the one that was proposed in order to adapt to the needs 
of different operators for handling capacity variations. Although this work was focused on long-
term traffic analyses, the tuneable fairness can also be used to control short-term traffic variations, 
especially in terms of delay and jitter. The simulations also show that reserving bandwidth for 
CBR traffic has a significant impact on the performance of the system and this impact could be 
used to calculate the cost of bandwidth reservation when comparing with other traffic types. 
In section 3.3, a comprehensive set of discrete simulations and real-time emulation will be 
presented and the techniques presented in this initial work shall be validated. 
3.2.2 CROSS-LAYER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
The work presented in the previous section has covered capacity allocation solutions that provide 
service guarantees and fairness in terms of bandwidth allocation. This follow-on work is focused 
on active queue management techniques that provide delay guarantees. In section 3.3, the work 
presented in the previous section as well as in this one shall be presented as an integrated 
architecture. 
In this section, the adaptive RED algorithm is analysed and the required changes for implementing 
RED over an adaptive physical layer system are presented. It is shown through simulations that 
there is an optimal operating point in the trade-off between packet marking and maximum queuing 
delay. 
A queuing and scheduling architecture for DVB-S2 systems was introduced in the previous 
section. However, this architecture is only able to provide basic QoS guarantees since full QoS 
support requires the provision of delay guarantees and overall resource management.  
Since adaptive physical layer systems do not have a fixed capacity, it is not possible to tune RED 
for a certain queuing delay by fixing the target packet queue length. The Adaptive RED for DVB-
S2 (ARED-DVBS2) algorithm that is presented in this section provides delay guarantees for an 
adaptive physical layer system with cross-layer architecture. 
Before dwelling any further, it is important to understand the role of AQM in satellite-based 
adaptive physical layer systems. First of all, AQM should only apply to best effort traffic since 
other traffic classes would have their guarantees met by Connection Admission Control (CAC) 
subsystems that would keep their load below operational limits. However, best effort traffic should 
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exploit the available resources at the expense of some QoS guarantees. AQM systems play a 
complementary role to PEPs since the traffic is handled either by one or the other. 
PEPs should be able to avoid congestion by implementing bandwidth-aware cross-layer 
techniques. However, this only applies to TCP traffic and only in non-secure connections. On the 
other hand, all other types of traffic and all the different protocols require a general purpose 
solution like AQM, which is able to handle all traffic types.  
Although the proposed algorithm was designed for DVB-S2, it could be applied to other adaptive 
physical layer systems. The lower round-trip delay experienced in wireless terrestrial systems 
reduces the need for PEPs, making them only necessary for systems with very high packet loss, 
since this situation is not properly handled by standard TCP. Therefore, AQM in terrestrial 
wireless systems would handle all the traffic instead of playing a complementary role to PEPs. 
Throughout the following subsections, the term packet marking is usually preferred over packet 
dropping since it is more generic and is defined as the default behaviour. Packet marking refers to 
the use of ECN for notifying congestion although it can also be interpreted as packet dropping for 
protocols and networks that don’t support ECN. The ECN mechanism is presented in more detail 
in section 2.2. 
3.2.2.1 Related Work 
In section 2.2, it is shown that AQM is an important research subject. The original RED algorithm 
proposed in [30] has proven very sensitive to proper tuning of RED parameters. Later work 
showed that it is both dependent on the congestion level and on the service rate. As it was 
mentioned before, several other AQM algorithms have been proposed although RED has remained 
the most deployed and studied algorithm. Some of these alternatives could easily out-perform RED 
in case a incorrect tuning of the RED parameters or if the conditions changed over time. In [31], 
the adaptive RED was proposed as an evolution of the original algorithm that addresses the 
previously identified problems. It is almost like the original RED, expect it provides auto-tuning 
capabilities that increases its robustness and performance. This algorithm was chosen as the basis 
for this work because of these capabilities and the fact that it is still a RED-based algorithm.  
The novelty of the proposed algorithm is the introduction of adaptive mechanisms for supporting 
variable capacity systems. The ARED-DVBS2 is able to provide queuing delay guarantees even 
for changing channel conditions. 
3.2.2.2 Adaptive RED 
The RED algorithm performs AQM by introducing a packet dropping/marking probability when 
the mean queue length is between two defined thresholds. The probability is zero for the lower 
minth threshold and it increases linearly up to maxp for the higher maxth threshold.  
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? Adaptive RED parameters 
Adaptive RED is designed to minimise packet marking and adapt to congestion by varying the 
maxp over time. This is implemented in a parameter update cycle that is run at a fixed time interval. 
In [68], the guidelines for setting the minimum and the maximum threshold are straightforward: 
minth should be ½ of the target queue length and maxth should be 1.5 times the mean queue length. 
Since congestion builds up slowly in comparison to bursty traffic, RED obtains the mean queue 
length using an Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) filter. This filter can be 
implemented as follows: 
 )()()1()( tQwttQwtQ qq ⋅+Δ−⋅−=  (18) 
The )( ttQ Δ−  represents the mean queue length value from previous period and Q(t) the current 
queue length. The weighting wq parameter in (18) is very important for maintaining the system 
stability. If the wq is set to 1, then only the current queue length is measured. This value should be 
small enough in order to filter the bursty traffic but large enough to closely track congestion.  
The other parameters are secondary and reference values have already been defined in [68]. 
? RED modes 
Unlike the original RED, the adaptive RED uses the gentle mode as the default. This mode has a 
less aggressive marking/dropping policy by allowing the queue length to grow up to 2 times the 
maxth, at which point the dropping probability reaches 100%. Figure 13 provides a graphical 
interpretation to RED marking probability as a function of the queue length, and also provides a 








Figure 13 Packet marking comparison between RED modes 
3.2.2.3 AQM for DVB-S2 systems 
Recalling that in DVB-S2 systems, the capacity is not constant and it depends on each user or 
user’s time-varying conditions under the same shared link, the following requirements are 
presented. 
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? AQM requirements for DVB-S2 systems 
There are some important requirements for implementing AQM over a DVB-S2 system. 
The first requirement is for the AQM to be aware of the changing system conditions. This 
requirement is not only restricted to DVB-S2 systems but could be generalised for other adaptive 
physical layer systems. This implies that the AQM cannot assume a given link capacity since it has 
to adapt itself to time-variant service rates. 
The second requirement is handling flows with different levels of responsiveness over high latency 
links. Satellite links have an inherent high latency although some terrestrial wireless systems may 
experience high latency due to other system-specific characteristics. This requirement is due to the 
fact that different protocols have different congestion control algorithms, and that these react 
differently to packet marking/dropping. Moreover, some connectionless flows could lack 
congestion or rate adaptation mechanisms. 
One requirement on the system itself is that queues should have homogenous traffic from a system 
point-of-view. This means that the service rate for each packet should be similar and if this rate 
changes it should change in the same way for every packet.  
As it was previously mentioned, RED-based algorithms are the most studied and deployed AQM 
algorithms and therefore they were chosen as the best candidate for fulfilling these requirements. 
? Adaptive RED fulfilment of AQM requirements for DVB-S2 
Adaptive RED only fulfils partially the AQM requirements. The first requirement is not fulfilled 
because Adaptive RED is not aware of the changing system conditions. Therefore, it blindly 
shapes the queue without being aware of the actual queuing delay. In the following subsection, a 
mechanism for providing this awareness and delay guarantees is introduced.  
The second requirement of being able to handle low responsiveness on non-responsive flows is 
fulfilled by two main features: 
• The adaptability of the maxp – there is a transient period between low and high maxp values. 
This period provides more time for flows to react, before they are shaped more aggressively 
into the target queue length. 
• The default usage of gentle mode in adaptive RED. This allows for longer queues while 
keeping a high probability of packet marking/dropping.  
These two features provide more time for sources to adapt to congestion while it keeps randomly 
dropping packets from unresponsive flows. 
3.2.2.4 Adaptive RED for variable capacity systems 
ARED-DVB-S2 introduces a novel technique for dealing with systems with variable capacity. 
First, queuing delay is handled as a user-defined parameter. Usually, the target queue length is the 
user-defined parameter but since the capacity is variable, it is no longer possible to obtain a certain 
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queuing delay from a fixed queue length. Second, it is proposed to adapt the target queue length 
(Nqueue) to time-variant service rate.  
In adaptive physical layer systems, it is only possible to predict the queue delay by tracking the 






tD queuequeue μ=  (19) 
The average delay (Dqueue) in (19) is a function of the service rate, which is variable with time in 
adaptive physical layer systems. With this expression it is possible to obtain the target queue length 
that serves as the basis for tuning the RED parameters for the chosen queuing delay. 
? Additional RED parameters 
The first parameter is the target delay. Although this is a user-defined parameter, simulations will 
show that there is an optimal value for a certain system load. 
The another parameter is the target queue length. This is no longer user-defined since it is derived 
from the target delay using the expression defined in (19). 
In a fixed capacity system, the minth and maxth parameters would be constant but in adaptive 
physical layer systems, these thresholds change as the target queue length changes. 
The final parameter is the use of gentle mode. This mode should also be used as default since it is 
vital for fulfilling the previously defined AQM requirements. 
The service rate μ(t) is required for updating the target queue length parameter. The method for 
obtaining this value is presented in the following subsection. 
? Bandwidth Estimator 
In this subsection, an approach for providing awareness of the changing system conditions is 
presented. This is achieved by introducing a Bandwidth Estimator in the system. 
3.2.2.5 System Model 
The system can be modelled as a closed-loop system for each queue, as presented in Figure 14. As 
the traffic leaves the queues, it passes through an ACM selector block. The novelty lies in the 
bandwidth estimator block that analyses the instantaneous service rate μ(t) reported by the ACM 
selector block. The bandwidth estimation is used by the RED tuning block to maintain the queue 
length within the desired limits.  
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Figure 14 System model for tuning RED parameters per queue. 
? Bandwidth Estimator block 
Adaptive physical layer systems do not have a fixed capacity but it may be possible to estimate it 
with some accuracy. Depending on the system itself it, two different approaches may be employed. 
• Obtaining the expected bandwidth – This is a proactive approach that can only be obtained 
with some systems. The service rate μ(t) is obtained by analysing the information provided 
by the access and physical layers. Cross-layer architecture is required for providing this 
information. 
• Tracking the service rate – This is a reactive approach that is achieved by sampling the 
service rate and extrapolating the bandwidth for that queue. This approach always implies a 
tracking error since the Bandwidth Estimator needs to eliminate short-term variability and 
at the same time react quickly to bandwidth changes. 
? RED parameters tuning block 
This block uses the information provided by the bandwidth estimator to update the RED 
parameters. Each queue has its own set of RED parameters that are derived from the congestion 
level as well as the service rate. Since each queue has a unique set of RED parameters, different 
queues can have different target delays. 
3.2.2.6 Tracking the service rate 
If the service rate is obtained by a tracking procedure, it is necessary to take into account the 
tracking error sources. The service rate μ(t) can have a short-term variability that is not due to the 
changing channel conditions but to the system itself. This variability needs to be filtered out in 
order to observe the actual changes in the service rate. In order to properly filter this variability, it 
is necessary to know the changing rate of the channel conditions for each specific system. 
A EWMA filter as it is described in [69] is proposed for implementing the service rate low-pass 
filter. This type of filter is already used in RED for obtaining the mean queue length which is also 
affected by short-term variability while tracking long-term variability.  
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The proposed EWMA filter for μ(t) requires a weighting parameter wμ in order to dimension the 
filter. This is an additional RED parameter that is required for this approach. From the analysis in 





π=  (20)  
where T represents the time constant for this filter. 
Assume that fμ is the maximum frequency for the service rate μ(t). This frequency is an intrinsic 
characteristic of the system since it depends both on the channel conditions and on the system 
architecture. From the previous section, the only system requirement was that packets in the same 
queue should have similar service rates. This means that μ(t) should have an fμ  at least as low as 
the maximum variation rate of the channel SNIR.  
From [69], the cut-off frequency should be fc = 1.5⋅fμ. From (20) is possible to obtain the time 
constant T. This value is required for dimensioning the weighting parameter wμ. In [68], the 





N −−=  (21) 
The number of samples in T is simply (N-1)h, where h is the sampling period. Therefore, wμ can be 






−+⋅⋅−= hfew μπμ  (22) 
This shows that is possible to properly dimension the EWMA filter from the system characteristics. 
3.2.2.7 ARED-DVB-S2 fulfilment of AQM requirements for DVB-S2 
The first requirement of being aware of the changing system conditions is naturally fulfilled by the 
introduction of the adaptive target queue length. This will be further demonstrated by the 
simulation results in the following section. 
The second requirement was already fulfilled in adaptive RED and it is even improved with the 
introduction of the adaptive target queue length. This ensures a faster increase of the maxp when 
service rate is decreasing. This allows the system to be more aggressive when congestion is caused 
by lower service rates while behaving like normal adaptive RED when congestion is caused by the 
traffic itself. 
3.2.2.8 Simulation Results 
The adaptive RED for cross-layer DVB-S2 systems was validated by a simulator. This simulator 
implements cross-layer architecture and scheduler as it was defined in [P3]. The adaptive RED was 
implemented into the simulator. 
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? Simulator high-level architecture 
The simulator implements a DVB-S2 system with cross-layer architecture. From a network layer 
point-of-view, the scheduler and the physical layer can be treated as one unit. The only function of 
ACM selector is to remove the packets from the queues and send them to the proper ACM mode, 
according to the channel conditions of the destination terminal. When terminals experience rain 
events, the ACM mode for that terminal changes to a less efficient mode, which decreases the 
















Figure 15 DVB-S2 system architecture with Adaptive RED. 
Figure 15
The ARED-DVBS2 was built on top of this simulator with minimum impact to its design. The 
high-level architecture is represented in . The architecture is only represented by the 
forward link up to the channel with a variable SNIR due the rain events. A generic feedback 
channel is represented in the figure, which is requirement for the use of ACM in order to report the 
channel conditions. The reference scenario is that DVB-RCS should be used as return channel 
technology. 
All the following simulation results refer to a 15 minutes time window where ¼ of the terminals 
experience a 10 minute rain event. These simulations represent a severe rain event for a highly 
loaded system. This is a worst-case scenario for congestion due to rain events since these have a 
low occurrence probability.  
? Validation of the adaptive RED for DVB-S2   
In order to validate the proposed adaptive RED, it was necessary to compare the target queuing 
delay with the maximum queuing delay obtained through simulations. 
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As it was mentioned before, congestion due to a rain event only occurs when the system is highly 
loaded. Therefore, two sets of simulations where performed: the first set was adjusted to such a 
load that the maximum delay without RED was 8.2 seconds. The second set was adjusted to a more 
reasonable load where the maximum delay without RED was 2.8 s. 
? First simulation set 
The first simulation set was designed to stress the ARED-DVBS2 in order to understand how it 
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Figure 16 Comparison of the maximum delay with the target delay for the 1st simulation set. 
Figure 16
Figure 16
 shows the maximum queuing delay averaged over the terminal population. It is possible 
to observe the maximum delay tracking very closely the target delay. This means that RED is not 
only reducing the queuing delay but it is limiting the delay to the actual user-defined target delay. 
The maximum delay in  is actually lower than the target for high delay values. This is due 
to setting the target delay with values close to the actual queuing delay the system would observe 
without RED. 
? Second simulation set 
The second simulation set has still a high but realistic system load. This is important for validating 
ARED-DVBS2 under normal system conditions.  
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Figure 17 Comparison of the maximum delay with the target delay for the 2nd simulation set. 
Figure 17
Like for the previous simulation set, a comparison between the target queue length and the 
maximum delay is shown in . It is possible to notice the maximum delay tracks closely 
the target delay but only for low delay values. It should be noted that the maximum delay without 
RED is much lower than in the previous simulation set. Therefore, the gap between the maximum 
delay and the target is visible at lower delay values. When the target delay is 5s, RED becomes 
irrelevant since queues always remain bellow the minth RED threshold.  
From both simulation sets, it is possible to observe that ARED-DVBS2 is able to guarantee the 
delay constraints even under a stress scenario. Therefore, ARED-DVBS2 can be considered as 
validated.  
? Performance of ARED-DVBS2   
After validating ARED-DVBS2, it is important to measure the cost of guaranteeing a delay 
constraint. The following results show the average packet marking/dropping ratio for different 
target delays.  
In the first simulation set, the packet marking ratio as a function of the target delay can be viewed 
as having two different operating regions. This can be observed in Figure 18, which represent the 
results for the first and the second simulation set. In the first operating region, the packet marking 
ratio greatly decreases as the target queue length moves away from the origin. The second 
operating region starts when the packet marking reaches a plateau, i.e. a flat area. From this point 
onward, increasing the target queue length has a very small impact in the reduction of the packet 
marking. 
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Figure 18 Packet marking ratio as function of the target delay. 
These results provide an important insight to the performance of ARED-DVBS2. The packet 
marking in the first operating region is very high, which means that the target queue length is too 
low for that system load. On the other hand, reducing the system load can greatly reduce the packet 
marking but the threshold between both regions is almost constant (0.5s for the first simulation set 
versus 0.4s for the second set). Another important insight is that increasing the target queue length 
yields a very small benefit in terms of reducing the packet marking. Therefore, the target queue 
length should be set to the threshold value between the two operating regions. This is quite 
important since it is valid for any congestion level produced by the rain event.  
3.2.2.9 Conclusions 
The analysis of the proposed algorithm proves that some modifications of the adaptive RED were 
necessary for implementing it over DVB-S2 systems and it is shown the modified RED is able to 
meet the AQM requirements for DVB-S2. It also provides a methodology for obtaining the RED 
tuning parameters.  
Simulation results show that the ARED-DVBS2 algorithm is able to provide delay guarantees. The 
results also provide a validation of the theoretical analysis.  Furthermore, the simulations provide 
performance results for different scenarios, which proved valuable in understanding the behaviour 
of algorithm.  
The adaptive RED algorithm is maintained mostly intact. This is quite important because this 
algorithm has proved quite efficient and it is widely deployed. Also important is the fact that this 
cross-layer architecture does not require a complete redesign of existing algorithms. There is also 
the possibility to use this methodology to adapt other network layer algorithms. This methodology 
could prove quite efficient in adapting these algorithms in order take into account the capacity 
variability, which is one of the characteristics of adaptive physical layer systems like DVB-S2 
systems. 
3.3 Quality-of-Service provision study case: DVB-S2/RCS 
In the previous sections, a set of techniques, methodologies and architectures have been presented 
within the area of cross-layer design. These tools were proposed for a generic Adaptive Physical 
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Layer system, although DVB-S2/RCS was used as a reference scenario. In this section, a QoS 
provision study case shall be presented for the specific DVB-RCS scenario, which includes all the 
particular characteristics of such a system. By specifying the reference scenario, it provides a 
framework for applying cross-layer design and to test its impact on a realist scenario. Hence, it 
provides validation for the cross-layer techniques and methodologies, and most importantly, it 
allows the implementation of innovative cross-layer architectures.  
A number of issues have been recently proved to improve satellite systems capacity and costs, such 
as higher frequencies, larger number of spot-beams or use of FMT (see section 2.2). These 
techniques allow for adaptation to the system dynamics thus introducing a new concept of system 
design no longer based in worst case behaviour. On the other hand, as satellite based systems 
evolve towards Internet centric networks, system adaptivity introduces considerable difficulties, 
such as dynamic adaptive resource management to provide multimedia QoS guarantees and follow 
Service Level Agreements. 
From the state-of-the-art presented section 2.2, it is visible that cross-Layer optimisation is deemed 
as a new paradigm for next generation wireless networks, including satellite networks. It naturally 
arises when addressing the design of system adaptation to both system dynamics and the highly 
dynamic application demands.   
It was shown that QoS provision has been an open issue for many years and that has been trailing 
the development of new systems and technologies. While for QoS provision in fixed capacity 
systems this is basically a closed issue, the same cannot be said for adaptive wireless systems. 
Furthermore, these new systems must fit into existing QoS architectures in order to provide end-to-
end QoS guarantees, even in the presence of heterogeneous networks. 
Note that multimedia QoS provision in DVB-S2/RCS system cannot be addressed as a source 
coding issue since the end-points actually lie outside the network. Hence, it can only be treated as a 
networking problem, relying on proper integration between the QoS requirements of different 
multimedia sources and the QoS management system of the satellite network. 
In general, cross layer-design involves five key layers: application layer, transport layer, network 
layer, Medium Access Control (MAC) layer and physical layer. However, the proposed cross-layer 
design encompasses all the reference layers that are implemented in a DVB-S2/RCS network, i.e. 
from the physical to the network layer. Therefore, it is referred as a full cross-layer design since all 
the implemented layers are optimised with cross-layer design. Note that since the DVB-S2/RCS 
network is part of the intermediate nodes, it only implements the lower layers in communications 
stack. The layers above the network layer are only present in the end-points. 
Besides the development of a cross-layer methodology and a full cross-layer design for QoS 
provision for DVB-S2/RCS systems, a set of new simulation and real-time emulation platforms 
were also developed. These platforms were necessary for validating the proposed QoS provision 
based on cross-layer design. The use of both simulation and emulation platforms was chosen in 
order to exploit the advantages of both approaches while minimising their shortcomings. 
This section is organised as follows: first, the considered system scenario to be optimised is 
presented. Second, the needs and benefits of cross-layer techniques are presented. Finally, 
conclusions on this study case shall be drawn. 
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3.3.1 OVERVIEW OF DVB-S2 SYSTEMS FOR INTERACTIVE 
APPLICATIONS 
The physical layer controls the electrical and mechanical functions related to the transmission and 
receiving of the digital communications signal. It also manages the encoding and decoding of data 
contained within the modulated signal. It is responsible for communication with the data link layer 
(DLL) above it, fragmentation of data link Protocol Data Units into physical frames, reassembly of 
physical frames into data link Protocol Data Units and transmission and receiving of data. The 
DLL is also known as MAC layer, depending on the model used to describe the communications 
stack. Generally, in a broadband transparent scenario the satellite system works as an access 
communication system interconnecting Internet with terrestrial LANs or WANs through a 
Gateway (GW). 
 
Figure 19 DVB-S2/RCS – transparent satellite scenario 
Figure 19
As for the satellite part, the physical layer definition is given by the DVB-S2 standard for the 
forward link and by the DVB-RCS standard for the return link, as it is shown in . 
Following, a brief description of DVB-S2 physical layer is given since it is a fundamental part of 
the reference scenario. 
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3.3.1.1 Physical layer 
The services provided by the physical layer include initial acquisition, synchronization, and 
ranging procedures with the GW and modulation, coding, error correction, scrambling, timing, and 
frequency synchronisation of information flows. 
Figure 20
Figure 20
(a) shows the scheme of an ACM satellite link considered in the reference scenario, 
composed by the Gateway, which includes the ACM DVB-S2 subsystem, the Satellite and the 
Satellite receiving Terminal (ST) located at beam #k connected to the GW via a return channel. 
The total available power is distributed among the beams, either evenly or not, according to traffic 
or other additional system requirements and limits. In the following, beam power is assumed pre-
allocated and constant. The DVB-S2 ACM modulator operates at constant symbol rate, since the 
downlink carrier bandwidth is assumed constant. A sequence of physical layer TDM multiplexed 
frames is transmitted. Each frame transports a coded block and adopts a uniform modulation 
format. However, when ACM is implemented, coding scheme and modulation format may change 
on a frame-by-frame basis.  
Via a return channel, individual STs provide the GW with information on the channel status, by 
signalling the SNIR or, equivalently, the most efficient modulation and coding scheme the ST can 
support. The ST indications are taken into account by the GW in coding and modulating the data 
packets addressed to each ST. Therefore, service continuity is achieved during rain fades by 
reducing user information rate while increasing at the same time FEC redundancy and/or 
modulation ruggedness. 
The functional block diagram of the DVB-S2 encapsulation/framing (at the transmitter side) is 
shown in (b). The blocks related to pure physical layer functionalities are highlighted. 
The data field is composed by DFL (Data Field Length) bits, where KBCH -80 ≥ DFL  ≥0. KBCH is 
the BCH uncoded block length, which is dependent on the FECFRAME length (normal or short) 
and on the coding rate, and 80 bits is the BBHEADER length. While for broadcasting and DSNG 
applications the data field is filled to his maximum capacity (KBCH -80 bits), for unicast 
applications the data field may include an integer number of user packets. This allows for correct 
recovery of the user information when adaptive coding and modulation is utilised.  As a 
consequence, padding is required to complete the constant length (KBCH) BBFRAME. This also 
happens whenever available data is not sufficient to fill the BBFRAME.  
The modulated symbols are inserted in a regular physical layer frame structure, composed of fixed 
length slots of 90 symbols. The final transmitted frame (PLFRAME) is obtained by adding the 
PLHEADER, which occupies one extra slot and carries the information related to the frame type 
and to the physical layer mode. When ACM systems are considered, pilot symbols can be inserted 
in the physical layer frame structure for carrier synchronisation and channel estimation purposes. 
In fact, phase recovery for 8PSK and higher modulation orders with the specified phase noise 
appears very difficult without any pilot. Besides, in ACM system, the key issue is that in general 
the receiver is able to decode only a part of the entire stream, and precisely only the frames where 
transmission parameters are compatible with user channel conditions. In this context, pilot symbols 
both allow for carrier recovery without knowledge of the frame data and prevent the need for 
frame re-acquisition when the current frame data are not correctly decoded. Pilot symbol insertion 
in DVB-S2 signal is optional, but pilot switching on a frame-by-frame basis is not permitted.  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 20 Block diagram of (a) ACM link of the reference system scenario (b) DVB-S2 encapsulation/framing 
The stream adaptation subsystem is responsible for providing padding in case DFL< KBCH -80, and 
scrambling the information at the encoder input. Next, the BBFRAME is sent as input to the FEC 
encoder, composed by the concatenation of the BCH outer encoder and of the LDPC inner 
encoder. The parity check bits are appended to the frame, which is then processed by the channel 
interleaver. In unicast systems, the output FECFRAME can have short (16200 bits encoded bits) or 
normal length (64800 coded bits).  Mapping into QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK and 32APSK is then 
applied. When ACM is used, coding rate and modulation format may be changed frame-by-frame.  
In the DVB-S2 standard, code rates have been designed in order to obtain a granularity of about 1 
dB in ES/(N0+I0), covering the wide range from –2.4 dB up to +16 dB (AWGN channel). However, 
practical systems may adopt sub-optimum approaches with a larger granularity of physical layer 
modes. There are several possible modulation modes: QPSK, 8PSK for broadcast applications 
through non-linear satellite transponders driven near to saturation. 16APSK and 32APSK are more 
geared towards professional applications requiring semi-linear transponders. The latter schemes 
present a trade-off in power efficiency for much greater throughput. For tighter bandwidth shaping, 
DVB-S2 adds roll-off factors of 0.25 and 0.20 to the DVB-S traditional roll-off of 0.35. 
DVB-S2 uses a powerful FEC system based on concatenation of BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem) with LDPC (Low Density Parity Check) inner coding. The result is a performance 
which is at times only 0.7dB from the Shannon limit. The choice of FEC parameters depends on 
the system requirements. With VCM and ACM, the code rates can be changed dynamically, on a 
frame by frame basis. Figure 21 shows the spectral efficiency achieved by the DVB-S2 physical 
layer configurations. 
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Figure 21 DVB-S2 spectral efficiencies (from DVB-S2 Guidelines [2]) 
3.3.1.2 Framing/encapsulation in DVB-S2  
DVB-S2 is the standard to be assumed in the forward link of the reference scenario. However, the 
standard does not provide a closed solution for all the functionalities taking place at layer 2. One 
important area that lacks specification is the Framing/encapsulation of IP packets and other 
Network layer datagrams into the physical layer. 
The capsule of DVB-S2 is called BBFRAME (in information bits) or FECFRAME (in coded bits) 
as it is was explained in the previous sections and is shown in the overall layered architecture of 
the air interface presented in Figure 20(b). The efficiency can be defined in different ways. It was 
chosen the one given by the IETF, which is: 
 ( ) ( )( ) i layer bits dtransferre total
 i layer bits payloadLii =,ηψ  (23) 
where the dependency on the spectral efficiency, η, and on the packet length, Li, on a per-layer i-th 
is defined. It is possible to distinguish between the encapsulation that takes place out of the DVB-
S2 and the encapsulation performed within it, so that the total encapsulation efficiency can be 
expressed as follows 
 ( ) ( ) ( )LLLL MODCODSDVBIPMPEMPEGIPMODCODtot ,,,,, 2/ ηηψψηηψ −=  (24) 
where CODη is the LDPC coding rate and MODη  is the spectral efficiency due to the modulation 
(number of bits carried by a constellation symbol). Note that the MPEG/MPE efficiency depends 
on the IP packet size, LIP, while the DVB-S2 efficiency depends on the packet size entering the 
DVB-S2 ACM subsystem, L. The efficiency of the MPEG encapsulation, ( )IPMPEMPEG L/ψ , cannot 
equate one if IP packets are encapsulated directly on the DVB-S2 since an adaptation layer would 
be required. In this case LIP = L. It should be noted that any encapsulation other than MPEG is 
allowed by the standard for unicast applications. 
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In [70] it has been found that using MPEG/MPE the overall encapsulation efficiency is close to the 
one achieved by performing “ideal” IP encapsulation directly over DVB-S2. ULE (Ultra Light 
Encapsulation) has also been introduced [71]. It shows reduced complexity in signalling tables and 
descriptors but has similar impact on scheduling and buffering as MPE. 
Alternatively, an encapsulation protocol – Generic Stream Encapsulation (GSE) – has been 
designed within the DVB group in order provide native support for Generic Streams in DVB-S2 
[72]. This encapsulation takes advantage some cross-layer information – size of the BBFRAME – 
to increase even further the encapsulation efficiency. Furthermore, it also takes advantage of 
implicit cross-layer information – DVB-S2 provides a Quasi-Error FREE (QEF) environment – to 
reduce the coding overhead. Note that this was not possible to obtain with a MPEG/MPE 
encapsulation, which is applied in many DVB-based technologies and not just QEF environments.  
3.3.1.3 Queuing architecture  
As aforementioned, the tasks of the layer 2 must be compliant with the DVB-S2 standard for 
unicast services are, aside from framing/encapsulation: 
• Queuing of Layer 2 packets  
• Packet scheduling providing QoS. For an ACM system, this scheduling has to take into 
account information from users’ SNIR  
• Delivery of packets to the physical layer subsystem for coding and modulation 
The DVB-S2 standard provides two different possible architectures for the queuing of layer 2 
packets as shown in Figure 22.  
 
Figure 22 Queuing and scheduling implementations allowed by the DVB-S2 standard at layer 2. 
The “single input stream” option requires that the packet queuing and scheduling tasks be 
performed outside the DVB-S2 subsystem. The “multiple input stream” option requires that part of 
the scheduling tasks be performed outside the DVB-S2 subsystem and part inside since a module 
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of as many buffers as protection levels (MODCODs) would be placed inside the DVB-S2 
subsystem. Note that QoS provision is not directly addressed by the standard. The first option is 
totally open as long as both queuing and scheduling is concerned. The second option narrows 
down the possibilities since only certain scheduling architectures compatible with the DVB-S2 
buffering module can be proposed.  
3.3.2 DVB-S2/RCS SYSTEM MODEL  
The reference system scenario considered is a broadband access transparent system in Ka-band 
(30/20GHz) with a multi-beam architecture. The system aims at providing IP services for 
multimedia content, from real-time (VoIP to videoconference) to best-effort services (web 
browsing, e-mail, data transfers, etc.), coexisting simultaneously. The study will focus on 
interactive, unicast IP applications with a DiffServ scheme assumed for the provision of QoS. The 
system is composed of a number of gateways, giving service to user terminals distributed over 
different beams (multi-star network). The system is intended to be representative of a typical 
commercial system, considering two types of users, corporate and consumer. A frequency re-use 
pattern of 1:3 is assumed for the simulations although 1:4 is also possible. The system is 
asymmetric with a high speed forward link and a low-to-medium return link. The forward link is 
DVB-S2 [1] compliant, while the return link is based on DVB-RCS [9].  
In the Ka-band, the effects of rain events on the overall system performance can be quite large and 
so it is required to study the system with the physical channel modelled in great detail. As 
described more in depth in [73], variations of SNIR experienced by user terminals are calculated 
using models providing probability distributions of the rain attenuation for any latitude and 
longitude and considering among other aspects such as fading frequency of occurrence, fading 
duration and how long it takes since a rain event starts till it reaches its maximum intensity. The 
model assumes a certain distribution of users over the beams in the coverage area, taking into 
account that rain conditions are highly correlated in space. Table 1 summarises system parameters 
employed for physical link modelling (antenna gain and frequency reuse factor are relevant to 
model interference from co-frequency beams). 
The study case is focused on the profiles supporting interactive type of services, with special 
attention to Adaptive Coding Modulation (ACM). This mechanism allows exploiting spatial and 
temporal variability of end-user channel conditions for increasing average system throughput, by 
adapting coding and modulation to best match the user SNIR. In particular, scheduling of IP 
packets and physical layer frames is still an open research area, as it is necessary to adapt to overall 
capacity variations while optimising system resource utilization and providing QoS. In this sense, 
the study has not considered a specific model for IP and MAC layers, but the “multiple streams 
option” proposed in the standard has been the starting point for architectural designs.  
The return link is based on DVB-RCS, which uses a multiple-frequency time-division multiple-
access (MF-TDMA) scheme to share satellite resources between terminals. Unlike DVB-S2, DVB-
RCS uses only one type of modulation (QPSK). However, the system can still adapt to fading on 
the return link by allocating time-slots with different coding rates (from 1/2 to 7/8) or by using 
different symbol-rates.  Thus a DVB-RCS system with Adaptive Coding (AC) has been taken as 
baseline. The DVB-RCS standard supports a number of capacity assignment procedures, with 
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different quality levels and adapted to the requirements of different types of end user applications: 
Continuous Rate Assignment (CRA), Rate Based Dynamic Capacity (RBDC), Volume Based 
Dynamic Capacity (VBDC) and Free Capacity Assignment (FCA). Mapping between DiffServ 
classes and DVB-RCS capacity request types are defined as guidelines provided by SATLABS 
QoS Working Group [74] have been followed as much as possible.  
Table 1 System Model Parameters 
System parameter Value 
Number of beams 43 
Carrier frequency 20.00 GHz 
Access TDM 
Carrier Symbol Rate 30 Mbaud/sec 
Frequency reuse factor 3 
Satellite saturated RF power per beam 16 dBW 
Antenna peak gain 50 dB 
Satellite Terminal G/T 17.5 dB/K 
3.3.3 NEEDS AND BENEFITS FOR PHY/MAC/IP CROSS-LAYER 
OPTIMISATION  
3.3.3.1 Forward Link analysis 
The baseline scenario is the ETSI QoS functional architecture [75]. Part of this architecture is 
shown in Figure 23, focusing on the QoS queues. This architecture divides QoS into Guaranteed 
QoS and Relative QoS. Guaranteed QoS has a per-flow scope in order to provide real QoS 
guarantees. On the other hand, Relative QoS has a per-aggregate scope in order to provide 
probabilistic QoS guarantees and scalability.  
The ETSI architecture is a generic model where the QoS queues are mapped into some lower layer 
resources that are specific to the system itself. When defining a DVB-S2 system, this generic 
architecture would become system specific and part of its structure would change. The 
interpretation of the specific architecture for a DVB-S2 system is shown in Figure 24
Figure 24
. In a DVB-
S2 system, it would not be scalable to guarantee a per-flow QoS and therefore it is reasonable to 
assume that only Relative QoS would be supported by the system. This assumption is also in line 
with the IETF QoS architectures for QoS-enabled Internet backbones [76]. A DVB-S2 Hub is 
better characterised as an Internet backbone rather than an access point due to the number of 
supported terminals and sub-networking support capabilities. In , it is observed that there 
are only Relative QoS queues in the QoS Manager block. This system does not include cross-layer 
mechanisms and layers are clearly separated into functional blocks. The lower layers are not 
specified in the generic architecture and therefore an interpretation of these layers had to be 
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assumed. The QoS queues are mapped into several access layer buffers, each with a different 
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Figure 24 ETSI QoS functional architecture (simplified)  
Although this architecture is constituted by many possible queues, for the matter of identifying and 
analysing the problems with the baseline scenario, some simplifications can be introduced without 
any loss of generality. The simplified architecture can have just 3 queues for implementing QoS 
and also just one buffer queue in the access layer feeding the transmission block. The Assured 
Forwarding (AF) queues can be analysed as just one queue because they are of the same type. With 
this simplification, 4 queues can be compressed into just 1 queue leaving the system with 3 queues. 
Such a simplified architecture provides relative QoS of the generic ETSI architecture, inside the 
QoS Manager block. The traffic is sent to the buffers associated to a unique QID. Inside the access 
layer the traffic is encapsulated in order to fit in the DVB-S2 frames and it is sent to the physical 
layer of the satellite link. Following, several problems in the baseline architecture have been 
identified that can be overcome by a cross-layer approach, but first two concepts need to be 
clarified: 
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• Elastic Traffic – traffic carried over protocols that implement congestion/rate control 
mechanisms. The most common protocol is TCP. However other protocols can adapt 
themselves to the network conditions, which include some multimedia protocols. 
• Non-elastic Traffic – traffic carried over protocols that do not or cannot adapt themselves to 
the network conditions. This includes some basic multimedia protocols that require a fixed 
data rate and unidirectional protocols that are blind to packet loss and deliverability. 
? Bandwidth monopolisation by low priority non-elastic traffic in bad weather 
conditions  
Let’s consider a simple example where there is no congestion and there are good weather 
conditions for most of the terminal population. In this situation, the elastic traffic tries to maximise 
the available bandwidth while avoiding congestion. The QoS is enforced without any cross-layer 
information, which would mean that the bandwidth shared between the 3 queues must be static. 
The system must assume that it always has the maximum bandwidth. If this was not true, there 
would be a waste of resources in good weather conditions. 
The problem arises when the conditions deviate from this scenario. If some terminals start 
experiencing bad weather conditions, the ACM schemes or MODCODs for these terminals will 
change to an MODCOD with a lower spectral efficiency. This will increase the buffer queue length 
until it starts dropping packets. 
The elastic traffic sources adapt to the new situation using the congestion detection mechanisms. 
On the other hand, non-elastic traffic will congest the system. Since the QoS bandwidth sharing is 
performed in the network layer, high priority elastic traffic will back off while low priority non-
elastic traffic will continue transmitting at the same data rate. Besides packet loss, the increase in 
the buffer queues will impact delay sensitive (EF) traffic since the system cannot give any 
guarantees to this traffic class. 
It is clear that a cross-layer solution where some information passes between the access layer and 
the QoS manager, like available bandwidth would enable a differentiation in the assignment of 
resources in order to guarantee QoS for traffic classes like the AF class.  
? Minimising scheduling delay for delay sensitive traffic  
Consider the case of delay sensitive traffic being transmitted to terminals in good weather 
conditions. These terminals can receive high data rates and therefore the queues are emptied 
quickly. There is also non-delay sensitive traffic sharing resources.   
The problem arises when traffic is destined for terminals that start experiencing a rain event. In 
delay sensitive traffic, it is usually very important that packets are sent at a constant rate and at 
fixed time intervals. Since some terminals changed to lower MODCODs, this will increase the 
transmission time. If the packets are interleaved using the same scheme as in clear-sky conditions, 
the inter-arrival time of delay sensitive traffic may increase greatly. This is because of the higher 
transmission times of low MODCODs. 
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In this example, it is clear that it would be necessary to separate the traffic into different queues at 
the access layer using the knowledge of the physical layer destination (MODCOD) as separation 
criteria. It is also necessary to separate it into different QoS per MODCOD. Moreover, these 
queues should be scheduled following a proper policy for shielding the terminals in good weather 
conditions but also guaranteeing QoS levels. It is therefore necessary that the scheduler is aware of 
the PHY layer adaptation by a cross-layer flow of information from the PHY layer to the MAC and 
to the IP layer where QoS constraints are applied.  
? Delay guarantees with Active Queue management 
Weather conditions introduce a stochastic effect in the service rate experienced by the Network 
layer queues. The service rate is affected not only by the channel conditions but also the scheduling 
policy the system architecture and the traffic in the other queues. Using active queue management 
techniques in the queues may prove difficult to optimise due to the variable service rate.  
In scenarios where most terminals are in good weather conditions, the queue could almost be full 
due to bursty traffic but it would still be able to serve the entire queue without dropping packets. 
On the other hand, having the queue almost full in a system where most terminals are experiencing 
bad weather conditions would probably result in severe congestion and delay. Hence, active queue 
management would be helpful in the latter case but it should be avoided in the first one.  
The optimal queue length depends on the time it takes to empty the queue and this depends on the 
size of the packets but also on the service rate experienced by that queue. This means that it would 
not be possible to properly dimension the buffer queue using the baseline scenario.  
In this example, it is clear that a cross-layer approach is needed in order for the AQM mechanism 
to be able to adapt its parameters to a target queue length, by using the service rate information 
provided by the MAC layer. Furthermore, cross-layer architecture is required in order to classify 
and separate traffic into different queues so that traffic with similar service rates is aggregated 
accordingly. 
Note that in the study case, many other problems with the baseline system were found. However, 
these three problems illustrate quite well the difficulties in providing QoS guarantees over a DVB-
S2 system without cross-layer approaches. 
3.3.3.2 Forward link cross-layer optimisation for QoS provision 
In the optimisation of the Forward link, the following steps were taken: 
• Identify the cross-layer inefficiencies 
• Identify the events with similar time scales in the different layers 
• Design an architecture that reflects the inherent relationship between elements 
• Design cross-layer algorithms and techniques based on the system requirements 
• Implement the necessary cross-layer signalling mechanisms that feed the algorithms and 
techniques 
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These steps represent the cross-layer methodology that was developed during the project. This 
methodology was refined many times until a coherent and generalised methodology was obtained. 
? Identify the cross-layer inefficiencies 
The first step was already presented in the  in the previous subsection. First, 
the QoS classes are not integrated into the scheduling part of the system, which makes QoS 
provision not possible. Second, the capacity variability is not addressed neither by the scheduling 
nor by the resource management.  
Forward Link analysis
? Identify the events with similar time scales in the different layers 
In the study case, three distinct connections were identified: 
• Satellite Terminals can experience similar the channel conditions and these patterns can yield 
correlated aggregations (CA), thus allowing the system to treat a group of STs similarly. 
• The physical layer variability has a similar time-scale as events in the Access Layer. 
• Traffic patterns of Network Layer datagrams (i.e. IP packets) have similar time-scales as the 
overall system capacity. 
? Design an architecture that reflects the inherent relationship between elements 
From the previous steps, it was possible to design a cross-layer architecture that incorporates the 
following characteristics: 
• Implements a packet classifier that separates traffic according to its QoS class and to its CA. 
• The Access layer replicates the physical layer BBFrames corresponding to a unique 
MODCOD. This allows for the implementation of a cross-layer scheduler that is able to 
manage the scheduling (transmission sequence and rate) of each MODCOD in the physical 
layer. 
• The Network layer Queues are managed by an AQM system that is adaptive to the changes 
in the service rates in each queue and overall system capacity. 
• The QoS classes are separated into different cross-layer pipelines, thus allowing the cross-
layer scheduler to manage the QoS scheduling. 
The architecture in Figure 25 reflects the previously identified characteristics as well as other 
features that haven’t been address yet. 
This architecture assumes that GSE is used as the main encapsulation protocol. As it was 
mentioned previously in this section, GSE is by definition a cross-layer protocol since it uses the 
physical layer payload size (BBFrame) to generate GSE packets that can fit exactly into the 
payload. 
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Figure 25 DVB-S2 cross-layer architecture for QoS provision 
Before the encapsulation, it is necessary to buffer the Network Layer packets so that their size will 
be enough to fill their respective BBFrame. This can be achieved by a circular buffer with at least 
twice the size of the BBFrame in terms of information bits, in order to allow for parallel reading 
(extraction) and writing in the buffer.  
The IP-Link Layer Interface is designed to analyse the packets according to their destination and 
send them to the pre-encapsulation buffers corresponding to their respective MODCODs. The 
packets are removed from each Network layer queues by a simple round-robin (RR) mechanism. 
? Design cross-layer algorithms and techniques based on the system requirements 
The cross-layer scheduler implements an Adaptive Weighted Round-Robin (AWRR) mechanism, 
where the weights are obtained using the algorithm presented in 3.2.1, more specifically the 
generalisation of the algorithm for supporting multiple QoS classes. Hence, there is a α vector that 
defines the scheduling fairness. Furthermore, there is also a k vector that defines the relative 
weights between the different QoS classes. This vector is adaptive and its optimal value varies with 
the distribution of traffic between the different QoS classes. This allows the system to adapt to 
changing traffic conditions as well as capacity variations. 
Another cross-layer algorithm that was implemented is the ARED-DVB-S2, for implementing 
Active Queue Management. As it is presented in section 3.2.2, this algorithm requires that the 
service rate of each Network Layer queue be tracked in order to tune the ARED-DVB-S2 
parameters. This is performed in the IP-Link Layer interface. 
Note that the AQM is only present in the Best Effort QoS class since it is the only traffic class that 
allows for packet losses. The other traffic classes are usually controlled by SLA agreements that 
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guarantee long-term stability in terms of traffic patterns. The short-term traffic peaks are handled 
by associating two different cross-layer mechanisms: 
• the cross-layer scheduler can adapt the weights between the different QoS traffic classes in 
order to give maintain the QoS guarantees of the EF and AF classes in detriment of the BE 
class.  
• The ARED-DVB-S2 guarantees maximum queuing delays for the BE traffic class by 
marking or dropping packets in the queues. Even when the weight of the BE traffic class is 
reduced due to the traffic peaks in the other QoS classes, the ARED-DVB-S2 still provides 
delay guarantees. However, the packet losses will increase during the transition period to a 
lower bandwidth. 
These two mechanisms are the basis of the QoS guarantees in the system. The changes in the 
system conditions mostly affect the BE traffic class, while the other classes are shielded from 
changes. This allows the system to provide real guarantees while maximising the system 
performance. 
? Implement the necessary cross-layer signalling mechanisms that feed the 
algorithms and techniques 
First of all, the cross-layer scheduler is connected to the physical layer by the DVB-S2 Mode 
Adaptation. This allows the scheduler to signal the MODCOD associated with the BBFrame buffer 
that is being served by the scheduler. This is an explicit cross-layer signalling mechanism (ACM 
Command). 
Another explicit signalling mechanism is represented by AQM in Figure 25. This is part of the 
required signalling for the ARED-DVB-S2, which allows the IP-Link Layer interface to signal the 
service rate for each queue to be signalled to the AQM mechanism in order to adapt its parameters 
to the changing system conditions.  
3.3.3.3 Forward link simulation results 
The following simulation results are representative of extensive set of simulations that were 
performed during the study case. Note that the generic term simulation is used for both event-
driven simulations and for real-time emulations. The results have been cross-validated, i.e. the 
results from the event-driven simulations match the results of the real-time emulations. 
The queuing delay limits for each QoS traffic class are defined in . These limits don’t 
include the transmission path delay of the satellite link, which is usually defined between 250-260 
ms, depending of the satellite terminal’s latitude. 
Table 2
Table 2 Queuing delay limits for each QoS traffic class 
Expedited Forward (EF) Assured Forward (EF) Best Effort (BE) 
20 ms 150 ms 250 ms 
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This first set of results represents a time-series evolution of the queuing delay in the EF traffic 
class for the duration of an entire rain-event. This traffic class requires a very small queuing delay 
since it is usually associated with VoIP and other very high priority and delay sensitive services. 
These results are shown in Figure 26, which presents the mean delay for rain-event terminals and 
























































Figure 26 QoS for different scheduling policies: a) alpha=0, b) alpha=1, c) alpha=-1 
Figure 26The results in  show that for EF traffic class, the system is always able to provide QoS 
guarantees, irrespectively of the scheduling policies. On the other hand, the scheduling policies are 
quite important for the other traffic classes as it is shown in Figure 27 and Figure 28. 
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Figure 27 QoS delay guarantees as a function of the system load for both clear-sky and rain-event terminals  
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The results in Figure 27 show the queuing delay for each QoS traffic class, as a function of the 
system load. The delay limits for each QoS class are represented by a horizontal line according to 
the values in Table 2. The results show that neutral (α=0) or fair (α=1) scheduling policies are 
favourable to rain-event terminals. On the other hand, opportunistic (α=-1) scheduling policies are 
favourable to clear-sky terminals. Furthermore, the overall maximum system load is around 83%. 
However, by analysing the maximum system load in terms of clear-sky and rain-event terminals, it 
is possible to obtain loads of 85% or even more. The scheduling policy will determine which 
group of terminals will not be able to meet their QoS guarantees, when the system is pushed 
beyond its operational limits. 
Note that the maximum system load represents the limit for which the QoS guarantees are met. 
This value is quite important for the service provider because it can be used manage the amount of 
traffic the system can support and consequently it shapes the SLAs, the number of supported 
terminals and the overall dimension of the system. 
The final set of results shown in Figure 28 is an overall analysis of the scheduling policies in terms 
of percentage of rain-event terminals in the terminal population. 
 
Figure 28 Maximum system load with QoS guarantees 
Figure 28In , it is possible to observe that an opportunistic scheduling policy (α=-1) is better suited 
for situations with a small number of rain-event terminals, while fair (α=1) scheduling policy is 
better suited for large number of rain-event terminals. The neutral scheduling policy (α=-1) 
presents a similar behaviour as fair policy for percentages below 25% and better results than 
opportunistic policy for percentages above 40%. 
In conclusion, the opportunistic scheduling policy is better for typical scenarios, which are having 
rain-event terminal populations below 25%. For more extreme scenarios, a fair scheduling policy 
is better. The neutral scheduling policy is not optimised for any scenario although it offers a good 
compromise solution when the service provider prefers to choose a fixed scheduling policy.  The 
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choice of having a fixed scheduling policy can be motivated non-technical reasons like market 
pressure, service neutrality or compatibility with legacy SLA contracts. 
3.3.3.4 Return Link  
The study case was focused on the entire DVB-S2/RCS system, which includes the return link. As 
it was presented in section 2.2, the return channel based on the DVB-RCS standard only allows for 
adaptive coding. This is illustrated in Figure 29. The cross-layer optimisations shall be briefly 
presented in this section. Although a return link in-depth study was elaborated in the project that 
provided the framework for this study case, the cross-layer optimisations are only briefly presented 
since they can only take advantage of the adaptive coding and not of the full ACM as for the 
forward link. 
Note that DVB-RCS only allows for adaptive coding although it supports multiple carriers with 
different modulation rates. Having multiple carriers can mitigate the lack of adaptive modulation in 
DVB-RCS. Nonetheless, future revisions of the DVB-RCS standard will include a mobility 
support extension that will permit ACM over Single Carrier Per Channel (SCPC) for the return 
link. However, this will be restricted to mobile satellite terminals that have unique constraints and 
limitations, which require an alternative to MF-TDMA for addressing some situations. Note that 
RCSTs must follow strict synchronisation and power levels among other issues, in order to be able 
to use MF-TDMA. As a multiple access approach, ACM over SCPC is less efficient than MF-
TMDA, although the interference with other terminals is not an issue. The topic of mobility 
support for DVB-RCS is further addressed in section 5. 
In DVB-RCS, when adaptive coding is not employed, terminals always transmit with a fixed 
coding rate, which probably corresponds to the lowest rate allowed in the standard. In general, the 
coding rate is able to protect the transmission in bad weather conditions. However, this is not the 
realistic situation for any given terminal during its operational lifetime. Therefore, the return link 
capacity can be greatly improved if the PHY layer employs adaptive coding. As it was previously 
mentioned, the first generation of the DVB-S standard also assumed the worst case scenario, which 
prompted the introduction of ACM in the second generation of the standard. 
A conventional layered communications stack is appropriate for some aspects of a fixed PHY layer 
system. In a layered architecture, the MAC layer works autonomously, without explicit or implicit 
interactions with lower and upper layers. Nonetheless, such MAC layer design is not appropriate 
when the PHY layer is adaptive and it is inadequate to maintain the flow of the QoS requirements 
coming from upper layers. 
The MAC layer should be aware of the state of the PHY layer since this has the potential to 
improve the performance of the system. The starting point of return link analysis is the QoS 
architecture for DVB-RCS presented in [75]. 
One important requirement for DVB-RCS is that all cross-layer improvements must be fully 
compliant with the present DVB-RCS standard [9] since this is already widely deployed. The total 
bandwidth of the return link is divided in several groups of carriers. Each group is formed by a 
number of carriers of a certain type (i.e. spectral bandwidth). The transmission time for each 
carrier is divided in superframes, which contain one or several frames. Each frame is divided in 
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several timeslots, where the information to be transmitted is eventually allocated. With a fixed 
coding rate, it can be defined a timeslot duration common to all users in the group of carriers under 
consideration. Timeslots can be designed, for example, to allocate one or several MAC packets. 
Note that in DVB-RCS, a MAC packet can be either an ATM cell or an MPEG container, although 
ATM cells as usually employed. The timeslot assignment algorithm has to provide capacity 
allocation in terms of number of timeslots. The allocation is defined for the entire superframe and 
























Figure 29 Capacity allocation for MF-TMDA in the return link 
Figure 29The example of a superframe is presented in , where some of the areas are not allocated. 
This is due to the complexity in obtaining resource allocation algorithms that are able to use 
multiple coding rates in an effective manner. Note that resource allocation algorithms are 
considered proprietary and not covered by the DVB-RCS standard. Furthermore, service providers 
consider them closely guarded secrets which pose a barrier in development of new solutions and 
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innovative approaches. However, the work presented in [P9] and [77] proposes an efficient cross-
layer based allocation algorithm designed for DVB-RCS with Adaptive Coding in the PHY layer. 
The mechanisms that allow this and other cross-layer algorithms to be implemented in the return 
link shall be addressed in terms of cross-layer architecture as well as implicit and explicit cross-
layer design. 
? Cross-layer architecture and implicit cross-layer design 
Note that by implicit cross-layer design it is meant that there is no exchange of signalling among 
different layers during operation, but in the design phase cross-layer interactions are taken into 
consideration for a joint optimisation. This definition naturally includes all the optimisations that 
are built into the system as part of the cross-layer architecture. The terminal architecture in Figure 
30 from the baseline scenario [75] presents already some implicit cross-layer design by creating an 
architecture where the MAC layer buffers are associated with QoS classes. 
 
Figure 30 Baseline RCST architecture 
Besides cross-layer architectures, the implicit cross-layer design also includes joint optimisation of 
PHY layer and MAC or upper layers with the purpose of providing efficient radio resource 
management or reliable communications. In section 5.4, an example of an implicit cross-layer 
design between the PHY and the MAC layer is presented, specifically the Link-Layer FEC for 
mobile DVB-RCS terminals. The FEC is implemented at the encapsulation, which is the highest 
level of the MAC layer. This is implicit cross-layer design because the Link-Layer FEC is 
providing reliable communications over a mobile channel, which is enhancing the PHY layer 
performance. Thus this is an implicit cross-layer design. 
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Note that not all joint cross-layer optimisations are performed between two consecutive layers. In 
the case of LL-FEC, the PHY layer and the encapsulation layer are separated by other levels or 
sub-layers within the MAC layer. 
? Explicit Cross-layer design  
A more visible approach to cross-layer is the explicit cross-layer design. This is typically defined 
as the use of signalling interactions between adjacent or non-adjacent layers in order to obtain 
system level adaptability.  
The return link is not just limited to the DVB-RCS satellite terminal (RCST) that is represented in 
Figure 30. Since the resource allocation is performed using a centralised approach, both the NCC 
and the RCST must be taken into account when implementing cross-layer designs related to 
resource allocation. 
The architecture of an explicit cross-layer design is shown in Figure 31. In this example, the MAC 
layer is at the core of the cross-layer design, where the PHY layer informs of the available coding 
rates and where the IP layer informs of the traffic in the QoS queues. Furthermore, the MAC 
communicates with the Demand assigned multiple access (DAMA) controller in order to request 
capacity. Depending of the DAMA system, the requests may distinguish between the different QoS 











Figure 31 Explicit cross-layer design for the return link 
Figure 31In , all the cross-layer signalling is flowing into the MAC layer except for the TCP layer 
that is flowing from the MAC layer. This signalling is designed to make the TCP aware of the 
available capacity by adapting the TCP congestion window. Such an approach is proposed in 
[P11], where a modified TCP version is able to adapt to the constantly changing capacity, thus 
optimising the throughput and reducing delay.  
Note that these types of TCP optimisations for the return link are very relevant because the return 
link is transmitted in bursts, which means that there isn’t a smooth transmission pattern. On the 
other hand, TCP performs poorly not only in high delay networks but also in variable bandwidth 
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situations. The variable capacity in this scenario is due to both the DAMA mechanism as well as 
the Adaptive Coding at the PHY layer. Hence the reason for the PHY layer to implement an 
explicit signalling to the MAC layer. 
Other explicit cross-layer optimisations have been studied, namely the use of source coding 
associated with cross-layer design. It was previously mentioned that a timeslot can be designed to 
carry several MAC packets, which depend on the coding rates. Hence, another explicit cross-layer 
design would be for the MAC layer to inform the APP layer of the possible codec rates depending 
on the number of MAC packets that can be carried per timeslot. 
3.3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
This study case shows that cross-layer design is a fundamental tool in the QoS provision for DVB-
S2/RCS systems. It showed that cross-layer architectures, techniques and algorithms are especially 
important in the forward link since it implements a fully Adaptive Physical Layer based on ACM. 
The algorithms that were presented in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 were directly applied to DVB-S2 
and an overall cross-layer system able to provide QoS guarantees was obtained. 
Furthermore, applying the forward link cross-layer methodologies and techniques to the return link 
also presented significant improvements, even though only Adaptive Coding is available in the 
return link. More important than developing cross-layer resource allocation algorithms for the 
return link was the applicability of the forward link cross-layer approaches also to the return link. 
This provides a validation and allows the cross-layer approaches to be considered generic and 
applicable to many other scenarios. 
Furthermore, explicit cross-layer design is probably more important for a return link based on 
DVB-RCS than implicit cross-layer design in the sense that signalling mechanisms can easily be 
added into the system while implicit cross-layer design is usually more important during the design 
phase of the system, before it is deployed, as it is the case for DVB-S2. 
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4 GAME THEORY APPLIED TO QUALITY-OF-SERVICE 
PROVISION OF ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL LAYER SYSTEMS 
 Introduction 
Game theory has been successfully applied for large scale communication networks including the 
Internet where there is no central authority controlling the allocation of shared resources; instead, 
users are free to act in a selfish manner. Many authors (e.g., [49][50][51][55][56]) have modelled 
the behaviour of users in such a system with non-cooperative games and studying the resulting 
Nash equilibria. However, a basic assumption for these systems is that constituent links are wire-
line thus characterised by constant capacity. Game theory approaches have also been proposed for 
addressing resource allocation problems in wireless systems. In particular, the allocation of power 
for data users in CDMA systems was initially formulated as a game theory problem in [51] and 
further extended in [49][50][55][56]. The Nash Equilibrium of the power control game is shown to 
be Pareto inefficient in [55] and alternative solutions have been proposed since then. This work is 
different from the above relevant game theoretic work in two main aspects: first, they do not 
exploit different tradeoffs between rate and reliability, which is an essential degree of liberty 
provided by adaptive physical layer systems (i.e. different resource management policies are 
acceptable depending on the specifically pursued trade-off); second and more importantly, this 
allows treating the problem as centralised as opposed to the usual assumption of distributed 
decision makers. 
 Modelling adaptive physical layer systems and QoS provision as 
a game theory problem 
In this subsection, a game theoretic design of a packet scheduler is presented, in order to operate on 
an adaptive physical layer system. In particular, it is focused on the forward link of a satellite 
system, but with adequate scaling this design is also applicable to any wireless system 
implementing adaptive physical layer.  
Furthermore, it is presented a resource allocation mechanism for adaptive physical layer systems 
that implements a price-based multi-player Stackelberg game. The convergence to equilibrium is 
achieved by an adaptive pricing mechanism that matches demand to the time variant available 
capacity. The design has been driven by the following two goals: first, it should allow different 
scheduling policies ranging from fully opportunistic to fully fair ones (with respect to either the 
different physical layers or users); second, the architecture of the scheduler should be Round Robin 
based, in order to be implementable and comply with [1].  
It is possible to formulate these goals as a Stackelberg game, in which one player acts as a leader 
(here, the centralised satellite system hub interested in optimising system performance) and the rest 
as followers (here, the terrestrial terminals, selfish users). It is introduced in the formulation both, 
the spectral efficiency defining the different physical layers and a tuneable-fairness factor α, 
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introduced in 3.2.1.2. The obtained Stackleberg solution directly yields a cross-layer architecture 
with a Round-Robin based packet scheduler. Moreover this architecture is able to provide 
differentiated QoS. 
4.2.1 SYSTEM MODEL 
The reference system considered in this scenario is a satellite based broadband system in Ka-band 
(30/20GHz) with a multi-beam architecture. The system aims at providing IP services for 
multimedia content, from realtime (VoIP to videoconference) to best-effort services (web 
browsing, e-mail, data transfers, etc.), co-existing simultaneously. The system is composed of a 
number of gateways, giving service to user terminals distributed over different beams (star-type 
topology). The satellite is assumed bent-pipe, i.e. transparent. Without loss of generality, the focus 
is on the forward link (i.e. from the gateway to the user terminal) of one beam which is assumed to 
be DVB-S2[1] compliant.  
Consider N fixed users who experience location-based time-variant channel conditions. Let P be 
the fixed constant power of the satellite. Assuming Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), the total 
power is transmitted to an individual user at a time. Let us assume that the required symbol energy-
to-noise-plus-interference spectral density ratio, Es/Nt, for a given coding rate and modulation 
format in order to achieve a given BER (or PER) is equal to δm, m=1,2, …, M, with M the total 
number of physical layers.  
The maximum allowed instantaneous bit-rate when using m-th mode is [67] 













, if            ,
, if    ,,
,  (25) 
where ( lt, )ξ is the instantaneous estimated Es/Nt at time t and location l, ηm is the spectral 
efficiency (information bits per channel symbol) of the m-th physical layer and S is the symbol-
rate. The model reflects both the adaptation of the symbol-rate when Es/Nt is below the required 
threshold and the maximum allowable bit-rate when the required threshold is achieved. DVB-S2 
does not allow symbol-rate adaptation and therefore a new physical layer is used whenever the 
estimated Es/Nt is above the threshold. Note that constant power and location-based variant spectral 
efficiency means location-dependent bit-rate but constant symbol-rate. 
The above satellite system model differs from a typical terrestrial wireless system model in the 
following key aspects:  
• In Ka-band, channel is mostly conditioned by the effects of rain events, with attenuations 
ranging from few dBs up to more than 20 dB. Moreover, channel variations are extremely 
slow (1 dB per second maximum) compared to both short and medium term variations 
(Rayleigh+lognormal) of the terrestrial channel. 
• Variations of Es/Nt experienced by user terminals are highly correlated in space.   
The slow variations along with high space correlation make the satellite channel completely 
different in nature to terrestrial wireless systems where user’s channel conditions can be 
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realistically assumed to be uncorrelated. For this reason, fairness is understood in a different 
fashion to the usual way followed for wireless terrestrial systems design. Instead of considering 
fairness among users, this scenario rather considers fairness among groups of users that show 
correlated channel conditions (i.e. users with similar spectral efficiencies). The results presented 
herein below, are therefore also applicable to wireless terrestrial systems, by considering individual 
users instead of groups of users, i.e. a system scaling factor. 
4.2.2 STACKELBERG GAME CHOICE 
First of all, it is important to present the definition of a Stackelberg game, according to [47]: “A 
Stackelberg game is a two-player extensive game with perfect information in which a ‘leader’ 
chooses an action from a set A1 and a ‘follower’, informed of the leader’s choice, chooses an action 
for a set A2”. From this definition, it is important to highlight that each player knows the action of 
the other and can react accordingly. Furthermore, this game can be extended to include other 
players, thus obtaining a game with a ‘leader’ and several ‘followers’. 
Also from [47], it is shown that the solution corresponds to the maximisation problem: 








Where ui is a payoff function that represents the player’s i preferences, and assuming that these 
functions are continuous and the set Ai of actions of each player i is compact then this problem has 
a solution. 
Returning to the problem here addressed, the two goals pursued in this packet scheduler design 
were introduced before, in short: 
• it should allow different scheduling policies (i.e. from opportunistic to fair ones) 
• the architecture should be Round Robin based  
Note, therefore that these design objectives do not aim at minimising total latency of the system 
nor the total throughput but should be flexible enough to allow benefiting from the trade-off 
between performance and reliability offered by adaptive physical layer systems. 
The welfare economics approach has been chosen to tackle the problem. Welfare economics 
allows analysing the overall fairness of different optimal solutions [49]-[51]. In scenarios where 
users retain their selfish behaviour, it is possible to obtain socially optimal solutions with the 
introduction of pricing as the equilibrium mechanism. This reduces a complex problem to a set of 
cost-benefit analysis problems. With pricing, users will always reach their optimal solutions for 
any given price. Furthermore, users will adapt to new prices in order to always determine the 
optimal solution. This monopolistic approach actually fits well with the centralised star-type 
system model. In particular, it was chosen a Stackelberg game by which the one player acts as a 
leader (here, the centralised satellite system hub interested in optimising system performance) and 
the rest as followers (here, the terrestrial terminals, selfish users). The users’ selfish behaviour over 
a globally managed pricing mechanism provides an effective tool for obtaining optimal solutions 
that meet welfare maximisation goals [78].  
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Different pricing policies will result in different solutions according to the proposed welfare 
maximisation goals. The fast convergence of this mechanism is fundamental for this scenario 
because when channel conditions change, the resource allocation equilibrium must be quickly re-
established. Note that adaptation is fully feasible in this scenario due to the slow and correlated 
nature of the satellite channel pointed out in the system model above. It is therefore not necessary 
to bring into play more complex games for adaptation such as evolutionary games. Note also that a 
virtual resource market is defined for resource allocation, where pricing is not supposed to reflect 
the real costs of the services. Finally, an important assumption in this game is that the central hub 
knows user’s utilities by means of user agents and therefore the game is played at the hub until 
equilibrium is reached. 
? Nash Equilibrium of selfish users 
Consider the forward link of a satellite system as the bottleneck link of capacity c that is shared by 
N selfish users. First, let us address the issue of existence of uniqueness of Nash equilibrium for a 
given p>0.  
Let p be the price per unit bandwidth charged by the network, and let xi represent the transmission 
rate of user i, i=1,2, …,N. The objective of user i is to maximise the following function with 
respect to xi over [0, c]: 
 ( ) ( ) , ,);( iiii xpPxUpxF −=  (26) 
Where  is the utility of the flow xi to the user i. For a given p, the objective function defines a 
non-cooperative game between the users in the network, with a proper solution being the Nash 
Equilibrium (NE). For each p>0, a NE for this n-player game is a n-tuple  satisfying, 
( )ixU
N
























It’s assumed that a resource allocation scheme is socially optimal if it maximises the sum of 
utilities. This assumption is totally feasible in this centralised system model. Thus, assuming a 
linear pricing model and the same price for all users, the objective function becomes 
  (28) ( ) , );(
11 ∑∑ == −= Ni iNi ii xpxUpxF
The solution of (28) is straightforward by computing the Hessian of F. If F is definite negative, F 
is strictly concave in the positive orthant bounded by the hyperplane given by the capacity 
restriction. Thus the optimisation problem 
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admits a unique solution, which is the NE solution. The optimal flows of the users can be obtained 
by solving the set of first-order conditions for i = 1, 2, …,N as follows 
  (30) 
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Assuming ( ) ),1log( iii xxU += ω  where ωi represents the relative weight of user’s i utility function, 
the Hessian matrix of F is definite negative and considering , the  and 
therefore from (30) it is possible to obtain  
 0* >ix 0/);( * =∂∂ ii xpx





i  (31) 
which is valid for all , hence omitting the optimal sign ( * ) from the . ix ix
? The Leader’s problem 
Assume that the leader’s objective function is as follows   
 , )(:))(;( ppxpxpL TT =     (32) 
with  being the sum of the individual users’ transmission rates in the Nash game, in 































ω  (34) 
Since (34) is a strictly concave function within CpxT ≤≤ )(0 , being Tω  the sum of iω , the 
maximum can only be at one of the extremes of the defined region. Therefore, the maximum is 
found at  since the function crosses the origin and is always positive for . The 
optimal price can be found by substituting this result in (31): 






ω  (35) 
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With p*, the NE transmission rates of the users can be easily found also from (31): 
 N,1,2,..., , 1)1(* =−+= iCωx
T
i
i ω  (36) 






ω  (37) 
? Introducing adaptive physical layer  
In adaptive physical layer systems, capacity is not constant and therefore the previously obtained 
results could be invalidated. However, the fact that this is a Stackelberg game means that capacity 
may change and users will always be able to converge back to the new NE. Assuming that (26) and 
(27) are still valid for adaptive physical layer systems, capacity can be expressed as: 
 , SC av ⋅=ηη  (38) 
where ∑ = ⋅= ni iiav xx 1 *1 ηη  and ηi represents the spectral efficiency of the User i and S the 
transmission symbol-rate of the link. Since this expression for capacity is dependent of the users’ 
transmission rates, it is easier to express it with a new limit that refers to S: 




















:)( η and represents the sum of the users’ transmission rates expressed in 
symb/s. The optimal price changes for different capacity values. However, the cost of the 
transmission rate in (26) is indifferent to the user’s spectral efficiency, which means that all the 
users are equally affected by the variations in capacity. 
? INTRODUCING TUNABLE FAIRNESS 
In order to obtain different equilibria in the Stackelberg game, it is necessary to modify the 
resource price in order to include a tuneable fairness parameter. Without loss of generalisation and 
for the sake of simplicity of the remaining mathematical derivation, assume that the user’s i utility 
function is just ),log()( iii xxU ω= then 
  (40) , )log();( 1 iiiiii xpxpxF −−= αηω
Note that with α=1, the effect of the spectral efficiency ηi is eliminated and therefore the solution 
will not consider the differences among the different users, which can afford similar bit-rates and 
the result will be fair sharing of the bandwidth. Conversely, for α=0, the price is inversely 
proportional to the spectral efficiency, therefore providing a fair sharing of the transmission time. 
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Note that for α<0, the allocation would be opportunistic since users with higher spectral efficiency 
would get more transmission time. The expression for the price is  
 .,...,2,1,1 Nipxii
i ==−αη
ω  (41) 





x ≤⋅∑ =1 η for adaptive physical layer systems, the p* can be 
simply obtained from the constraint limit as it was shown before. Hence, the optimal price for 






p ∑ = −⋅= 1* ωη α  (42) 
From this result, it is possible to obtain from (41) the optimal allocation for the user i as: 






= ∑ = −− ωηη ω
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? IDENTIFYING A CROSS-LAYER ARCHITECTURE 
From the result above, it is possible to straightforwardly extract the weights of a Round Robin 
based packet scheduler architecture. In order to do so, first it is necessary to interpret the most 
reasonable meaning of xi for this system model. Two options are possible, either the meaning 
implicitly assumed so far, i.e. xi is the i-th user throughput, or xi is the total throughput for each 
physical layer. It is clear that the second option is the most appropriate for this system model since 
as explained above and conversely to terrestrial mobile systems, users can be grouped according to 
similar physical layer conditions due to the spatial correlation of the satellite channel.  
Therefore, if a Round Robin scheduler is transmitting packets that are stored according to the 
physical layer of the destinations (i.e. there are as many queues as physical layers), the allocation 
for the m-th physical layer is: 
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In (47), the aggregation of users is clearly visible in the condition i∈ m, which is defined for all the 
users that belong to that physical layer. 
The resulting architecture is shown in Figure 32
Figure 32
. Note that QoS can be provided by repeating the 
scheduler in  sequentially as many times as QoS traffic classes are considered. The 
priority between the different QoS classes can be easily changed by employing different relative 
weights between the traffic classes when these are aggregated into a single stream. The weights 
between each QoS class should be defined by the service provider according to the traffic profiles 
it has allocated for each QoS class, as it was addressed in the section 3.3. 
Moreover, it is interesting to realise that the fairness parameter allows choosing different fairness 
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Figure 32 Cross-Layer architecture 
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It is also interesting to notice that the obtained architecture is cross-layer since packets are stored 
according to the physical layers of the destination. This means that it is a joint physical and MAC 
layer architecture. Moreover, the weights depend on the spectral efficiency and a dynamic 
implementation of the scheduler requires continuous updating of MAC layer weights following the 
physical layer dynamics.  
Finally, this generic adaptive physical layer system architecture was obtained with a game theory 
approach that was only restricted by the two initial design objectives. Nonetheless, the end result is 
basically identical to the cross-layer architecture in Figure 25 that was designed and optimised for 
a DVB-S2 system, as part of DVB-S2/RCS study case presented in 3.3. 
 Pricing and welfare economics in resource management 
problems 
In adaptive physical layer systems, each user’s capacity varies with time as resources are adaptive 
to channel and system conditions and therefore the equilibrium (i.e. set of solutions) also changes 
with time. With limited resources it may not be possible to completely fulfil users’ requests and 
therefore a solution must be found, preferably being socially optimal. Traditional approaches can 
be divided into distributed or centrally managed. 
In distributed approaches, users fight for resources and optimal resource allocation solutions are 
not guaranteed. Congestion avoidance mechanisms avoid the network collapse and provide a 
certain degree of fairness. Greedy users can take advantage of congestion avoidance mechanisms 
to exploit the system, which results in an unfair allocation of resources. 
In centrally managed solutions, users are assigned resources according to a set of policies dictated 
by the central entity [79][80]. Although this solution can limit the impact of greedy users [81], 
there is no mechanism for the central entity to know what resource allocation solution would 
benefit users the most. Therefore it can only estimate users’ utilities and try to obtain a solution 
that maximises the social welfare [82]. Other approaches focus on maximising the benefits to the 
service provider although the benefits to the users are also taken into consideration [83][84]. 
In both approaches, the introduction of an adaptive physical layer has created new problems in 
resource allocation. With variable capacity it is difficult for a centrally managed system to fulfil 
the users’ needs, especially when some users need more resources to transmit than others. This is 
due to the different spectral efficiencies provided by the ACM that depends on the channel 
conditions. In a distributed approach, users should implement cooperative approaches in order to 
balance their needs according to their spectral efficiency. The problem is that, even though 
cooperative approaches usually yield better long-term solutions, it is usually not possible to shift 
users towards cooperation whenever selfish strategies provide higher short-term benefits. Hence, 
there are many situations that can be described as the well known prisoners’ dilemma [47]. 
Some centrally managed approaches have been proposed for adaptive physical layer systems, 
which are focused on maximising system capacity by using whenever possible ACM modes that 
have higher spectral efficiencies [65]. These approaches assume that users will suffer bad channel 
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conditions only for very short periods of time, which is not the case for systems that experience 
slow fading channels. 
In this subsection, two different pricing policies will be presented. As it was observed in section 
4.2, the pricing policy defines the resource allocation policy and inherently enforces a certain type 
of fairness. The pricing policies that were chosen for this scenario are representative of two 
paradigm scenarios: 
• Bandwidth as the basic resource measuring unit. This is measuring in bits per second and 
can also be referred as transmission rate or bit-rate. 
• Symbol-rate as the basic resource measuring unit. Considering a TDM system, this can also 
be expressed by time over a time period. Alternatively, it can be expressed as fraction of the 
overall capacity. 
Note that the term bandwidth is also used at the physical layer to measure the width of a range of 
frequencies in Hz. This can be mistakenly interpreted as a symbol-rate measured in symbols-per-
second. The bandwidth expressed in bit-rate is related to the symbol-rate as follows: 
 B=η.S  
where η represents the spectral efficiency, i.e. the number of bits per symbol. 
Returning to the topic of pricing policies, the choice of using these two units as the basic resource 
measuring unit is a direct outcome of the fairness analysis presented in the section 3.2. In that 
section, different fairness definitions were proposed and these could be summed up into two 
different approaches. The first one defined fairness as the equal bandwidth share. On the other 
hand, the second one defined fairness as equal transmission time, i.e. symbol-rate. 
The chosen pricing policies reflect these two fundamental approaches for measuring resource 
allocation, although extended to a more generalised game theory framework. 
In this subsection, the theoretical work presented in section 4.2 is complemented by an extensive 
simulation analysis. The simulation platform is a direct implementation of the theoretical work and 
provides a straightforward approach for analysing the dynamics of the different pricing policies, 
besides providing an insight to the dynamics of the resource allocation game. First, the simulation 
platform is present and then the two pricing policies are analysed from a simulation point-of-view. 
4.3.1 GAME THEORY BASED RESOURCE ALLOCATION SIMULATION 
PLATFORM 
The simulation platform uses a time-series channel model of 163 satellite terminals geographically 
distributed inside a satellite beam. The simulation has a length of 1500 seconds and during that 
period, ¼ of terminals is affected by a rain event. The maximum channel degradation is of 10.5 dB 
and it occurs at mid-point of the simulation. The other ¾ of terminals remain in clear-sky 
conditions. The simulation results provide a representative sample of 17 terminals (both rain and 
clear-sky) of the total 163 terminals. The  provides a general description of the simulation 
parameters 
Table 3
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Table 3 Simulation parameters 
General parameters 
Simulation length 1500 seconds 
Game cycle duration 0.5 seconds 
Symbol-rate 100 ksymb/s 
Rain event fading 10.5 dB 
Area affected by rain event 25% of the geographical area 
Terminals 163 
No. of sampled terminals 17 
 
The terminals objective function in (26) was defined for the simulation platform as following: 
 ( ) ( ) , ,1log);( iiii xpPxpxF −+=  (48) 
where the log(xi + 1) utility function is a well known function [85] that is used to model elastic 
traffic like TCP, which includes HTTP and FTP. This represents the majority of the traffic 
currently flowing on the Internet and in local networks. 
The price function in (48) can be defined by a unique function for both pricing policies: 
 ( ) , , 1 ii xpxpP −= αη  (49) 
where α defines which pricing policy is used. If α=1 then bandwidth is used as the basic resource 
allocation unit. On the other hand, if α=0 then symbol-rate is used as the basic resource allocation 
unit. 
The leader’s objective function presented in (33) is still valid for the simulation platform. The only 
additional element that was necessary to be introduced was the dynamic pricing update 
mechanism. This was implemented by proportional controller with a simple feedback loop: 

























where t–1 refers to the time period in this iterative controller. The fraction in (50) represents the 
ratio between the sum of the requested data rates expressed in symbol/s and the total capacity S. 
When this ratio is equal to one, the requested data rates match the system capacity and the price is 
reaches the equilibrium, i.e. [ ] [ ]1−= tptp
ii xx . The constant g represents the controller’s gain. 
The controller is quite basic but since the dynamic pricing algorithm can be executed several times 
until it reaches the equilibrium, which means that it has no impact on the price convergence speed. 
After it reaches the equilibrium the solution set is applied as the resource allocation solution. 
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4.3.2 BANDWIDTH-BASED PRICING POLICY 
As it was mentioned in the resource allocation game description, bandwidth-based pricing policies 
means the unitary resource price is set in terms of bit-rate. In this situation, rain-event terminals 
pay the same price per bit-rate as clear-sky terminals even though they receive with lower ACM 
modes, i.e. ACM modes with lower spectral efficiency.  
4.3.2.1 Assigned bandwidth 
Figure 33 shows that with a bandwidth-based pricing policy that charges in terms of the bit-rate, all 
the terminals obtain the same bandwidth independently of their location, i.e. of being affected by 
the rain event.  

























Figure 33 Assigned Bandwidth for the 17 of 163 terminals 
Figure 33
Figure 33
In this scenario, all the terminals have the same utility function and, since the pricing policy does 
not discriminate between clear-sky terminals and rain-event terminals, the assigned bandwidth will 
be the same for all the terminals. It is possible to observe this , where the bandwidth for 
any clear-sky or a rain-event terminal coincide the throughput the entire simulation. Note that in 
, it seams that there is only one plot, while in reality all there are 17 plots corresponding 
to the sampled terminals. 
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4.3.2.2 Price Evolution 
In Figure 34, it is possible to observe that during the rain event, the unitary resource price increases 
due to the higher demand for resources caused by the reduction in spectral efficiency. The value of 
200 kbit/s was chosen as the basic resource unit. Hence, the price refers to the cost of each of these 
units, although its actual value is not really important. 



















Figure 34 Unitary resource price evolution  
Figure 34
Figure 34
 shows that with a bandwidth-based pricing policy, the unitary resource price increases 
during the rain event. This is due to the reduction in overall bandwidth that forces the Leader to 
increase the price in order for demand to meet supply (bandwidth). This reduction in overall 
bandwidth is the result of the lower spectral efficiency of terminals affected by the rain event. Note 
the price is the same to every terminal and unlike in Figure 33, there is only one plot represented in 
. 
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4.3.2.3 Requests evolution 
In Figure 35, it is possible to observe the actual users’ requests inside the resource allocation game. 
These requests are measured in symbol-rate in order to observe that even though the terminals 
obtain the same bandwidth, their requests in terms of raw symbol-rate is quite different from 
terminal to terminal. The terminals with the highest requests represent the rain-event terminals. 
The clear-sky terminals reduce their request levels when the unitary resource price is higher, which 
is a direct result of the increased demand by terminals affected by the rain-event. 



















Requests for 17 of 163 terminals
 
Figure 35 Normalised requests  
Figure 35 shows that with a pricing policy that charges for the bit-rate, the requests increase during 
the rain event for some terminals (rain-event terminals) while it is reduced for others (clear-sky 
terminals). It also shows that during clear-sky conditions, some terminals request more resources 
than others since they do not have exactly the same spectral efficiency due small differences in 
channel conditions in different locations within the beam.  
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In Figure 36, it is possible to observe a geographical representation of the request levels in the 
entire beam and not just the 17 terminals. It is easily identifiable the one-forth of the beam that is 




























Longitude (º E) 
Latitude (º N) 
Figure 36 Requests in per geographical region within the beam (snapshot in the simulation mid-point) 
Figure 36 also shows that with a pricing policy that charges for the bit-rate, the requests in terms of 
transmission time vary from geographical region. The areas with higher request values are the ones 
affected by the rain event. The end result is that all the terminals obtain the same bit-rate even 
though they have different symbol-rates. 
4.3.3 TIME-BASED PRICING POLICY 
A pricing policy based on time means the resources’ price is set in terms of symbol-rate or 
transmission time for TDM system, as it is in this case. Therefore, all terminals pay the same price 
per symbol-rate independently of being clear-sky or rain-event terminals. The rain-event terminals 
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pay the same price per symbol-rate as clear-sky terminals even though they obtain a lower bit-rate 
due to the lower spectral efficiency of the MODCODs used during the rain-event.  
4.3.3.1 Assigned bandwidth 
Figure 37 shows that with a pricing policy that charges for the transmission time, i.e. by symbol-
rate, all the terminals receive the transmission with a bandwidth that is proportional to the ACM 
mode spectral efficiency. This means that bandwidth dependents only on the terminal’s channel 
conditions. Therefore, the bandwidth depends on the terminal’s geographical location but, most 
importantly, it is dependent on the rain events affecting the terminal. With this pricing policy, a 
terminal in clear-sky conditions is unaffected by the rain-event affecting another terminal. 

























Figure 37 Assigned Bandwidth for the 17 of 163 terminals 
Figure 37
Figure 37
In this scenario, all the user agents have the same utility function but since the pricing policy 
discriminates between clear-sky terminals and rain-event terminals, the assigned bandwidth is 
lower for rain-event terminals. It is possible to observe this in , where the bandwidth for a 
clear-sky and a rain-event terminal only coincide when they are both in clear-sky conditions. 
It is also visible in  the impact of the discrete nature of MODCODs in terms of spectral 
efficiency. Even in clear-sky conditions there are small differences in spectral efficiency between 
terminals in the centre of the beam and terminals at the edge of the beam. 
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4.3.3.2 Price Evolution 
In Figure 38, it is possible to observe that during the rain event the unitary resource price remains 
stable throughout the entire simulation.  























Figure 38 Unitary resource price evolution 
Figure 38Furthermore, from  it is possible to conclude that the Leader does not review the unitary 
resource price since demand remains stable. Since the pricing policy is based on the symbol-rate, 
the value of 200 ksymb/s was chosen as the basic resource unit. Hence, the price refers to the cost 
of each of these units. 
Note that the number of active terminals is constant through the entire simulation. Therefore, the 
price remains stable. However, price variations would be observable if the number of active 
terminals would change during the simulation. This is a different situation from the bandwidth-
based pricing policy where the price changes depending on the channel conditions, even when the 
number of terminals is constant. 
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4.3.3.3 Requests evolution 
In Figure 39, it is possible to observe the actual users’ requests inside the resource allocation game.  
These requests are measured in symbol-rate in order to observe that even though the terminals 
request the same of raw symbol-rate, the same bandwidth is quite different from terminal to 
terminal. It is not possible to observe any difference between rain-event terminals and clear-sky 
terminals in terms of raw symbol-rate requests. 
 



















Requests for 17 of 163 terminals
 
Figure 39 Normalised requests 
Figure 39 shows quite an important result, which is that a resource allocation algorithm based on a 
time-based pricing policy is simply equivalent to splitting the symbol-rate evenly among the 
terminals. Therefore, a system implementation of this pricing policy would be a simple Round 
Robin scheduler that would split the symbol-rate between the different terminals or equivalently, it 
would split the symbol-rate between the different physical layers according to the number of 
terminals associated with each physical layer.  
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In Figure 40, it is possible to observe a geographical representation of the request levels in the 



























Longitude (º E) 
Latitude (º N) 
Figure 40 Requests in per geographical region within the beam (snapshot in the simulation mid-point) 
This figure shows that with a time-based pricing policy that charges for the symbol-rate, the 
requests do not vary as a result of the geographical location. The areas affected by the rain event 
have the same request values as the areas in clear-sky conditions. The end result is that all the 
terminals obtain the same symbol-rate even though this corresponds to different bandwidths. 
Note that all the requests are the same because every terminal has the same utility function. If there 
were several utility functions present in the system, the requests would not be all the same. It is 
important to emphasise that the terminal population and their respective utility functions is exactly 
the same in the previous set of results that were obtained for the bandwidth-based pricing policy. 
Hence, the geographical representation in this scenario can be compared with the equivalent 
geographical representation that was obtained in Figure 36. 
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4.4 Unified game theory and cross-layer approaches framework  
For many years, convex optimisation techniques have been used to solve communication and 
network problems. Due to the multi-user nature of such problems, game theory is emerging as an 
alternative to convex optimisation. Game theory is especially important for facing problems with 
multiple entities with conflict of interests (in this case, the terminals). Therefore, it is used in 
distributed decision-making solutions, where there are a set of users that interact following a set of 
strategies that can either be cooperative or competitive. 
In Game theory, another important challenge is to define the game architecture, their users and 
their utilities and preferences. Hence, it is of crucial importance to obtain an accurate system 
model, with some clear associations between the real system and the Game theory elements and 
the system dynamics. It is also of great importance to model the utilities of each of the users. Once 
the system is modelled, the solutions to the problem are usually straightforward. This is the reason 
why Game theory is such an attractive subject for facing complex problems. 
If the decision-making is centralised, as it happens in the case of the optimisation of an adaptive 
physical layer system, it appears that a Game theory based model should not be used to solve it. 
However, the problem can be described from the terminals’ perspective as entities, reducing 
therefore the system complexity and allowing the use of powerful and efficient distributed 
algorithms that provide a solution to problems where the decision-making is implemented in a 
centralised manner. The main advantage of the centralised approach is that it allows the 
introduction of mechanisms and structures that favours users that employ cooperative strategies so 
that a pareto-optimal solution can be obtained [78]. 
In short, game theory can be used to transform centralised multi-objective problems, which would 
require non-intuitive and sometimes complex optimisation solutions, into multi-user apparently 
distributed scenarios that provide straightforward solutions. Once the solutions are obtained, their 
implementation is usually clear-cut due to the centralised nature of the decision-making. Note that 
one very important challenge in game theory is to design implementable solutions with a 
distributed decision-making, especially when these solutions require cooperative approaches. 
From the theoretical results obtained in section 4.2 and the simulation results obtained in section 
4.3, it is possible to design a generalised methodology for applying game theory to resource 
allocation either in distributed resource allocation systems or in centralised resource allocation 
systems. In this section, both approaches shall be presented and it will be possible to observe that 
they are in essence quite the same, with only minor differences. 
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4.4.1 METHODOLOGY FOR APPLYING GAME THEORY TO 
CENTRALISED RESOURCE ALLOCATION SYSTEMS 
The main mechanism behind the resource allocation using game theory approaches is Stackelberg 
game using dynamic pricing as a social welfare maximisation tool.  





















Figure 41 Unified game theory/cross-layer methodology for centralised systems 
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The methodology presented in Figure 41 is a systematisation of the method applied in sections 4.2 
and 4.3. This methodology is described in further detail in the following points: 
• The players are identified (leader and followers) – the followers are usually described either 
as users or terminals. Sometimes, the players can also represent flows, which is a more 
granular analysis of resource allocation. The Leader is always the entity that controls the 
resource allocation and it is sometimes referenced as the Network agent. 
• Simplify and aggregate players with similar characteristics – the aggregation can be 
performed at several levels: 
o in terms of flows with similar characteristics and QoS requirements 
o terminals with the same channel conditions 
o generic users representing a set of terminals carrying flows with similar 
characteristics and QoS requirements 
• Define resource allocation game – the Stackelberg game is defined by a series of 
characteristics: 
o Capacity – This is system dependent and it can either be fixed or variable. In ACM 
systems, the transmission rate can be variable, while the symbol-rate is usually fixed. 
Hence, this system characteristic requires some cross-layer integration that can have 
different degrees of complexity depending in how the capacity can be extracted from 
the system. 
o Pricing policy – This characteristic is fundamental in defining the resource allocation 
policies. The players converge to different solution sets depending on the pricing 
policy. Socially optimal policies as well as resource optimisation policies can be 
implemented by choosing the proper pricing policy. The pricing policy is usually 
straightforward since the problem complexity is reduced by this multi-player 
problem formulation. 
o Dynamic Pricing feedback controller – this characteristic of the resource allocation 
game defines the strategy implemented by the leader in order to keep the system in 
equilibrium, i.e. to always find the optimal price. The followers react to the dynamic 
pricing, which means that the controller must not generate instability so that the 
system converges to equilibrium. 
• Convert resource allocation game into implementable algorithm – This final step is crucial in 
the methodology and its complexity mostly depends on the complexity of the solution 
obtained in the previous step. In some situations, the resource allocation game is translated 
into a straightforward formula (see section 4.2), although this wouldn’t be the general 
solution. Three approaches can be used for this conversion: 
o Mathematical deduction of the equivalent solution formula 
o Algorithmic implementation of the resource allocation game 
o Numerical approximation of the solution set within the range of input values. 
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4.4.2 METHODOLOGY FOR APPLYING GAME THEORY TO 
DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE ALLOCATION SYSTEMS 
The methodology for implementing a game theory based resource allocation mechanism for 
distributed systems is quite similar to the centralised scenario, which was previously presented. 

























Figure 42 Unified game theory cross-layer methodology for distributed systems 
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The methodology represented in Figure 42 only differs at the end from the previous scenario. On 
one hand, this approach allows the implementation of a native solution by maintaining the 
distributed architecture. On the other hand, it requires a resource allocation protocol that must fulfil 
the following requisites: 
• Implement a communications protocol to allow the transmission rates and the price (see 
section 4.2.2) to be broadcasted between all the nodes (leader and followers) 
• Implement a collision-free capacity assignment mechanism that uses the transmission rates 
and the price as inputs for determining the transmission parameters of each terminal. 
Due to the physically distributed nature of the resource allocation game, the interactions between 
players are actually translated into real interactions between the terminals are the network 
controller entity. 
4.4.3 COMPARING BOTH METHODOLOGIES AND THEIR 
IMPLEMENTABILITY  
When comparing both methodologies, it was visible that they are quite similar and only diverge in 
some minor points. In this section, both approaches will be compared and their ability to be 
implemented shall be analysed 
While both approaches are quite similar, the distributed scenario has two important 
implementation requisites that can undermine the ability for implementation or at least to increase 
its complexity. Furthermore, translating the Stackelberg game into real systems implies that the 
transmission delay between the leader and the followers must be taken into account. This means 
that each turn in the game would have a delay, which could impact the convergence of the 
dynamic pricing mechanism. Furthermore, in satellite systems the delay is never negligible and 
always an important issue in the system design.  
On the other hand, the centralised scenario is based on creating a centralised algorithm that 
translates a distributed game. This means that there is no transmission delay and the convergence 
of the dynamic pricing is not an issue. 
Hence, while the distributed scenario represents more accurately the resource allocation game, its 
implementation has much stronger requirements that undermine its implementability. The 
centralised scenario provides a straightforward implementation even though the multi-player game 
is translated into a centralised resource allocation algorithm 
Therefore, unified game theory and cross-layer approaches framework is actually designed for 
centralised resource allocation mechanisms. It employs game theory to reduce the complexity by 
splitting a multi-objective problem with contradictory goals into a multi-player problem where 
each player has a single objective. In the end, the game is translated back into a centralised 
algorithm that generates the same solution set and the multi-player game theory problem. 
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This section presented in a comprehensive manner that game theory can be used to address 
resource allocation problems. It was shown that game theory is valid for addressing problems from 
both theoretical and practical point-of-view. The latter is usually ignored or undervalued, which 
leads to a disassociation between game theory based approaches and implementable solutions for 
real systems. 
Moreover, addressing resource allocation problems by employing game theory approaches based 
on a Stackelberg game with dynamic pricing provides a very efficient method to address multi-
objective optimisation problems, especially with variant conditions. 
Finally, a unified game theory / cross-layer framework was presented for both centralised and 
distributed resource allocation mechanisms. It was shown that centralised mechanisms provide 
straightforward implementations of resource allocation games while distributed mechanisms 
require more complex implementations due to the need to implement system dependent resource 
allocation protocols. This problem is not present in centralised mechanisms that concentrate the 
resource allocation into a centralised algorithm. 
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5 UNIFIED FRAMEWORK STUDY CASE: QUALITY-OF-SERVICE 
PROVISION FOR MOBILE SATELLITE TERMINALS 
 Introduction 
This section is designed to present a study case where the unified framework was applied. The 
focus of the study case was not on the resource allocation itself but rather on the cross-layer 
architecture design. Although the resource allocation was not specifically addressed in the project 
that provides the context for this study case, it had to be implicitly addressed since one of the goals 
of this project was to provide QoS support. 
The referred project was a standardisation initiative within DVB designed to introduce in the 
DVB-RCS standard the support for mobile terminals. The initiative was specifically aimed at 
providing support for a very specific context, which is the railway scenario. 
This study case is focused on the cross-layer architecture design but also defines the framework for 
applying game theory based resource allocation methodologies to this specific scenario. A 
significant part of the contribution for this initiative was also defining the in-band and out-of-band 
signalling for mobile support. However, this will be briefly presented since it is rather outside of 
the scope of this document. 
 Mobile satellite services 
Some years ago, it was considered almost impossible the launch of commercial services for mobile 
satellite terminals. Then, the first services began to emerge but only broadcasting services were 
foreseen as viable solutions. With a path similar to fixed satellite services, some unicast services 
for mobile satellite terminals began to appear, although with terrestrial wireless technologies for 
the return channel. This has in fact a strong parallel to the first unicast services for fixed satellite 
terminals that initially employed landline dial-up connections for the return channel. 
Nowadays, mobile satellite terminals are at a point that they are able to support bidirectional 
broadband connections over satellite although with some constraints on the hardware side. The 
cost of the outdoor unit for mobile terminals is quite high, mainly due to its physical requirements 
both in terms of low-profile antennas and mechanical stabilisation and pointing systems. However, 
it is foreseen that in the near future, non-mechanical phased-array antennas will reach efficiency 
and cost levels that will make possible to deploying them in commercial services.  
Currently, commercially and technically viable scenarios for mobile satellite terminals intersect in 
the railway scenario. The broadband access to the Internet for high speed trains has been identified 
as one of the most viable deployment scenarios for both technical reasons as well as commercial 
reasons. Trains have low requirements in terms of hardware space and weight, and their inter-beam 
mobility is relatively small in comparison with planes. The term inter-beam mobility is referred to 
roaming between different beams of the same satellite as opposed to inter-satellite mobility that 
would be to roam between different satellites. From the commercial side, trains carry many 
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passengers that able to use laptops and handheld devices during the entire journey. This is of 
course not true for planes, since during take-off and landing procedures the electronic interdiction 
lasts for about 20 minutes each. 
It is worth noting that mobile terminals in planes currently fail to provide commercial viability 
even though they could be considered as a technically less complex solution in comparison to 
trains. Notice that planes usually maintain constant satellite visibility, which is not true for trains 
that are impaired by all sort of physical barriers. The main drawback in planes is the need for 
satellite handovers and inter-beam mobility. Basically, a plane requires a much larger coverage 
area, meaning that it needs to connect through different satellites thus requiring reserved capacity 
in several satellites. Furthermore, it needs a terrestrial network connecting all the satellite gateways 
in order to provide seamless mobility. Note that using satellite links for interconnecting the satellite 
gateways would create multi-hop scenarios that would be unacceptable in terms of performance. 
In order to deal with hardware developments and commercial demands, new techniques and 
subsystems have to be introduced to allow the current and future satellite systems to support 
terminal mobility. A further requirement is the integration with current and future broadband 
satellite systems for fixed terminals, in order to provide a unified and cost-effective approach. 
In this section, the non Line-of-Sight (nLOS) scenario is addressed in terms of Quality-of-Service 
provision. In nLOS, the first QoS requirement is providing actual link connectivity since this is not 
straightforward like for the LOS or the fixed satellite terminal scenarios. A solution based on link-
layer Forward Error Correction (LL-FEC) is presented. This has been developed with a cross-layer 
design and it has been integrated into the mobility extension created for the existing DVB-RCS 
standard. The architecture and the techniques developed for the standard are a direct outcome of 
the methodology and the results obtained in the previous sections, namely the cross-layer design 
and the game theory approaches. 
 Non Line-of-Sight reference scenario 
In satellite communications with fixed satellite terminals, only slow fading channel impairments 
due to rain events were considered since the channel can be fully represented using this model. 
However, LOS communications for mobile terminals must also include fast fading events. The 
LOS with Power Arches (LOS+PA) is a specific railway scenario, which addresses the situation of 
a moving train loosing satellite visibility during very short periods of time at a certain frequency. 
The length of these outages and its frequency depends not only on the railway characteristics but 
also on the train’s speed. Furthermore, nLOS communications must be always considered since it 
addresses a range of other channel impairments: In a mobile satellite communications scenario 
with directive (steerable) antennas, nLOS refers to coping with outage periods produced by 
physical barriers like power arches, tunnels, mountains and other blocking elements.  
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Figure 43 DVB-RCS+M Reference scenario and basic architecture 
Figure 43The reference scenario shown in  defines the main system elements, namely the satellite 
Gateway, the mobile satellite terminal and the users connected to it. The forward and the return 
channel are both going through the satellite, which means that it is not dependent on terrestrial 
connections. Note that an exception is usually made for when the trains are standing in a station 
and are using local wireless connections. On the Gateway side, there are two main connection 
sources: Internet and the local managed network. The latter differs from the Internet for the fact 
that Network Control Centre (NCC) has control over the local network and is able to provide 
services with QoS guarantees. Furthermore, it can host or have dedicated connections to content 
providers in order to provide guaranteed services to the mobile network inside the train. Note that 
Internet traffic is assumed to have no QoS guarantees, which means that it should be processed 
inside the network as best effort traffic. 
5.4 Cross-layer design for nLOS and Link Layer FEC 
While several antenna diversity solutions [86][87] have been proposed, these are currently out-of-
scope due the cost of the outdoor unit. Hence, other solutions are required in order to fulfil the QoS 
requisites. Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning that when the antennas are installed in the train 
extremities, antenna diversity is especially useful since it is possible to have very short outage 
periods when crossing tunnels and other large physical barriers.  
Assuming that antenna diversity is not available, other solutions are required in other to deal with 
the LOS+PA and nLOS communications. Note that slow fading channel events can still be 
addressed with ACM. However, for fast fading events and outage periods, the transmission path 
delay of satellite communications does not allow for channel sensing approaches. The transmission 
path delay also creates a large Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP), which invalidates any type of 
Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) mechanism. This type of approach is very efficient in error 
prone wireless links with low transmission delays since it only retransmits data when it is received 
incorrectly or when it isn’t received at all. Hence, the only available solution is the use of LL-FEC. 
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The LL-FEC is an error recovery and detection technique that is based on introducing redundancy 
data to the message in order for it to be recovered at the receiver side, thus reducing the need to 
retransmit the corrupted data. The main differences between LL-FEC and other types of FEC used 
at the physical layer are the scope and the size of the codes. Basically, the LL-FEC is applicable to 
entire datagrams instead of bytes or symbols like at the physical layer. Moreover, the codes 
employed in LL-FEC can be much larger by applying the redundancy to several datagrams at a 
time. These differences allow the receiver to recover/discard entire datagrams, which provides a 
more robust and efficient processing and memory management when compared to byte/symbol 
level FEC. At the same time, LL-FEC extends the redundancy data over longer periods of time by 
providing a (virtual) time interleaver, thus mitigating small outage or shadowing periods as well as 
fast fading events due to mobility. 
5.4.1 CROSS-LAYER DESIGN FOR NLOS SCENARIO 
The LL-FEC can be considered an implicit cross-layer design since it provides error mitigation 
techniques for channel degradation events that are not addressed in the physical layer. Thus, this is 
a joint physical/link-layer cross-layer optimisation. Locating the FEC just under the Network layer 
allows for a closer integration with the higher layers and services. This integration has the benefit 
of providing easy service differentiation thus allowing different protection levels based on services 
rather than providing constant Packet Error Rate (PER) irrespective of the service requirements. 
This possibility is especially useful in nLOS scenarios where it can be rather difficult to guarantee 
constant PER levels. 
The cross-layer design for the nLOS is based on the same overall approach: 
• Identify the cross-layer inefficiencies 
• Identify the events with similar time scales in the different layers 
• Design an architecture that reflects the inherent relationship between elements 
• Design cross-layer algorithms and techniques based on the system requirements 
• Implement the necessary cross-layer signalling mechanisms that feed the algorithms and 
techniques 
The following subsection provides a detailed description of the cross-layer design applied to the 
nLOS scenario. 
5.4.1.1 Cross-layer design analysis for nLOS scenario 
The cross-layer design applied to the nLOS scenario can be described in the following steps. 
? Identify the cross-layer inefficiencies 
In Figure 44
Figure 44
, a representation of the layered communications stack applied to DVB standards is 
shown. Note that the encapsulation is defined as the upper part of the access/link layer as it is 
shown in . 
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Figure 44 DVB generic layered architecture 
In this case, the main inefficiency is the fact that the physical and the access layer are not able to 
provide reliable communications in the nLOS scenario, which generates unacceptable PER for 
both multimedia streaming services (over UDP) and for TCP based connection-oriented services. 
Basically, the bit-resilience in current codecs is not sufficient nor designed to provide acceptable 
QoS levels under the nLOS scenario. Furthermore, the TCP transport protocol performs poorly 
under lossy environments and requires many retransmissions, which must be avoided at all costs in 
satellite networks. This cross-layer inefficiency can be minimised by employing PEP’s (see section 
2.2), although the high PER will always affect the TCP goodput, i.e. the net throughput after 






? Identify the events with similar time scales in the different layers 
The events with similar time scales are the: 
• fast fading events due to the mobility in the LOS scenario 
• shadowing events due to the nLOS scenario 
• datagram bursts 
The length of the datagram bursts is dependent on the actual transmission data rate and of the 
length of each individual datagram. Therefore, the transmission time of datagram bursts must be 
taken into consideration in the cross-layer design for the nLOS scenario. 
? Design an architecture that reflects the inherent relationship between elements 
Since the nLOS scenario affects multiple layers, it is only reasonable to address it as a cross-layer 
problem. The need to design a reference architecture comes from the fact that assumptions have to 
be made about the overall system. Furthermore, a properly designed architecture can address many 
cross-layer inefficiencies, thus reducing the system complexity.  
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In the architecture design there are two points that were taken into account:  
• Integration of existing systems and technologies 
• Optimisation of cross-layer interactions 
Having these two points in mind, two different architectures were developed. The first one reflects 
currently deployed systems while the second is focused on next generation systems and it was 
designed to support new IP-centric service architectures. The first architecture is the LL-FEC per 
mobile terminal and it is presented in detail in subsection 5.4.1.2, while the second is the LL-FEC 
per MODCOD and it is presented in 5.4.1.3. 
? Design cross-layer algorithms and techniques based on the system requirements 
It was previously identified that the transmission time of datagram bursts and the LOS+PA and 
nLOS events have similar time scales. It is not possible to track fast fading events and shadowing 
in satellite communications, although it is possible to characterise these events. For the railway 
scenario, it is possible to measure the duration and depth of such events for the different train 
speeds and obtain a statistical characterisation that models LOS+PA and nLOS events. With this 
information, it is possible to design the FEC protection levels and implement codes that meet such 
requirements. 
Hence, the only required information is the transmission rate of the protected data, in order to 
create enough redundancy and time diversity so that it is possible to successfully decode the data. 
The transmission rate is an important cross-layer signalling value (also used ARED-DVB-S2 – 
section 3.2.2) and should be available for the LL-FEC mechanism. 
? Implement the necessary cross-layer signalling mechanisms that feed the 
algorithms and techniques 
Besides the identified cross-layer signalling mechanism required to optimise the mobile broadband 
satellite system, the LL-FEC requires both real-time in-band signalling and quasi-static out-of-
band signalling. The out-of-band signal carries information related to FEC configuration 
parameters, while the in-band signal carries information related to reconstructing the FEC Frame. 
The FEC Frame is the structure where the FEC parity data is obtained from the application data, 
i.e. the network layer datagrams. 
The signalling mechanisms required to implement LL-FEC are usually related to several layers 
either directly or indirectly. These mechanisms have a set of requirements that are driven by the 
system architecture, its own signalling structure and operational factors as well as LL-FEC related 
requirements. 
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Figure 45 DVB-S2/RCS+M cross-layer architecture (per Mobile RCST) 
Figure 45
Figure 45
The architecture presented in  shows a joint broadcast/multicast and unicast architecture 
for LL-FEC per mobile terminal. The architecture is only focused on the forward link since the 
return link is straightforward and can be derived from the forward link. 
The upper part of the  shows the current Datacast architecture for broadcast and multicast 
services as it is described for DVB-H based systems. Note that DVB-H systems do not use the 
broadcast channel for interactive services. Instead, the interactive services are designed to be 
carried over other terrestrial wireless technologies. This architecture has been maintained for DVB-
S2/RCS+M systems since it is a proven approach and it presented no compatibility problems with 
the new platform. The Datacast end-to-end architecture for DVB-T/H is presented in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46 Datacast end-to-end architecture for DVB-T/H 
In unicast traffic, it is usually necessary to include the Network Point of Attachment (NPA), i.e. the 
destination MAC address, at link level when transmitting over a broadcast medium. The DVB-H 
specification for link level FEC, i.e. MPE-FEC, is not applicable to unicast traffic, since the MPE 
header fields reserved for the MAC address are partially reassigned to carry the MPE-FEC real-
time. These parameters are the LL-FEC in-band signalling that is required for reconstructing the 
lost data.  
While Layer 3 filtering should always be present, a terminal should be able to filter some of the 
broadcast traffic before processing it at Layer 3. Notice that MPE-FEC sections (MPE sections that 
carry parity/reduncacy data) do not require NPA, although they require being carried in the same 
elementary stream as the corresponding MPE sections. Furthermore, the FEC is also processed at 
layer 2 and, since it is computationally intensive, some type of Layer 2 filtering must be done 
before the FEC is applied. In addition, it is not feasible in DVB-S2 to assume that all terminals are 
able to receive all the traffic, including the traffic destined to other terminals, when the DVB-S2 
system is using ACM. This is because terminals are only able to decode physical layer frames with 
a MODCOD equal or lower than its own MODCOD (limited by channel conditions or hardware 
constraints). 
From this scenario, the straightforward approach for unicast traffic support was to design a LL-
FEC architecture were each mobile terminal would have its own elementary stream. The MPE-
FEC was designed for an elementary stream context. This solution addresses all the identified 
problems: 
• NPA support by using an unique PID per mobile terminal 
• Implicit Layer 2 filtering by using an unique PID per mobile terminal 
• Guaranteed MODCOD decoding since all data (application and parity data) is discriminated 
per destination terminal. 
• Multiple QoS support at LL-FEC level by using a different elementary stream for each QoS 
class, for each terminal. 
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This solution is straightforward, although some problems have been identified: 
• Reduced scalability by requiring one PID for each terminal 
• Introducing QoS support reduces even more the scalability since it require one PID for each 
QoS class, for each terminal 
• Low traffic aggregation by separating the traffic that feeds the LL-FEC per destination 
terminal 
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Figure 47 DVB-S2/RCS+M cross-layer architecture (per MODCOD) 
Figure 47
Figure 47
The architecture presented in  shows a joint broadcast/multicast and unicast architecture 
for LL-FEC per MODCOD.  
The upper part of the  also shows the current Datacast architecture since it is also valid 
for this architecture.  
In unicast traffic, it is usually necessary to include the Network Point of Attachment (NPA) - i.e. 
the destination MAC address - at link level when transmitting over a broadcast medium. In the 
previous proposed architecture, this was solved by employing the PID’s as NPA’s. However, by 
implementing a LL-FEC per MODCOD, traffic would be aggregated into elementary streams that 
would be associated with the same MODCOD. Hence, the NPA can not be obtained by employing 
PID’s.  
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From this scenario, the only available approach for unicast traffic support was to redesign the MPE 
sections in order to include the necessary LL-FEC in-band parameters as well as NPA (shorter than 
6 bytes used in MAC addresses).  
This solution addresses all the identified problems: 
• NPA support by using a 22-bit NLOS-RCST-ID – Mobile terminal identifier with a range of 
more than 4 million unique id’s in the same network. 
• Explicit Layer 2 filtering by using the NLOS-RCST-ID 
• Guaranteed MODCOD decoding since all traffic (application and parity data) is 
discriminated per MODCOD. 
• Multiple QoS support at LL-FEC level by using a different elementary stream for each QoS 
class, for each MODCOD. 
This solution is straightforward, although some problems have also been identified: 
• Requires cross-layer support since traffic needs to be discriminated per MODCOD. Could 
require some system upgrades in currently deployed systems 
• Redefinition of LL-FEC in-band signalling (considering the DVB-H signalling as the 
reference), although this was already required for providing support to an extended range of 
FEC codes that is required for this scenario 
Note that these architectures were presented in [P1] as a working document that had the purpose of 
defining a framework for the development of the mobility extension for the DVB-RCS [9] 
standard. The proposed changes to the standard were presented in [P2]. The standard must only 
define as normative the fundamental mechanisms for providing interoperability, which are 
highlighted in the following two subsections. Each ETSI standard is usually associated to 
guidelines document that provides reference scenarios [P1], best practices and other information 
designed to help implement the standard.  
5.4.1.4 LL-FEC out-of-band parameters 
The MPE-FEC was created for datacast for mobile handheld terminals environment. One of the 
most important features of MPE-FEC is the integration with the time-slicing technique, which 
allows the terminals to conserve energy between bursts. The burst transmission mode and energy 
conservation is not applicable to the reference scenario presented in 5.3. 
Hence, the LL-FEC parameters use an identifier descriptor different from the MPE-FEC identifier 
descriptor. Furthermore, this descriptor is located in a different place in the DVB signalling 
structure, in order to better suit the unicast traffic environment and the DVB-RCS platform. 
LL-FEC identifier descriptor identifies whether LL-FEC is used on an elementary stream or in a 
GSE stream, i.e. all the packets (carrying application or parity data) belonging to the same FEC 
Frame. Furthermore, it identifies whether it refers to the forward link or to the return link. Hence, 
this descriptor is quite different from the MPE-FEC descriptor (employed in DVB-H) and it allows 
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the LL-FEC to be specified on a stream by stream basis besides providing GSE support.  The full 
descriptor is presented in Table 4
Table 4 LL-FEC identifier descriptor 
.  
No. of bits Syntax Reserved  Information 
Information 
Mnemonic 
fec_identifier_descriptor() {    
 descriptor_tag    
 descriptor_length    
 loop_count  8 uimsbf 
 for (i=0; i < loop_count; i++) {    
  link_direction  1 bslbf 
  encapsulation_type  1 bslbf 
  if (encapsulation_type == '0') {    
   elementary_stream_id 1 13 uimsbf 
  } else {    
   gse_fec_id  14 uimsbf 
  }    
  ll_fec  2 uimsbf 
  frame_size 2 3 uimsbf 
  buffer_timeout  3 uimsbf 
  dscp  6 uimsbf 
  reserved for future use 32  uimsbf 
 }    
}    
 
Most of the fields in this descriptor are straightforward and are just related to standard descriptor 
syntax or to LL-FEC configuration parameters. However, this descriptor introduces some new 
features: 
• link_direction: this field allows the system to signal if the LL-FEC descriptor refers to the 
forward or to the return link. This was not applicable to datacast systems. 
• encapsulation_type: this field allows for LL-FEC parameters related to GSE streams to be 
signalled using this descriptor. Note that GSE is not based on transport streams and should 
have its own signalling structure. Since this structure is still under development, the 
introduction of this field provides rapid deployment capabilities by using current transport 
stream signalling structures. 
• gse_fec_id: this field uniquely identifies a GSE stream associated to a LL-FEC process. The 
introduction of the field provides arbitrary traffic aggregation capabilities, which allows for 
different system architectures and optimisation possibilities. 
• dscp: This field was introduced to allow the LL-FEC to be labelled in terms of QoS. This 
label should be only informative and should not imply any type of QoS guarantee. The usage 
of this field is not fixed since it can be used in different approaches: 
o Signal the packet classifier to filter the traffic for that specific LL-FEC process 
according to the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) carried in the IP/IPv6 
packets header. 
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o Classify the combination of LL-FEC parameters related to the FEC protection and 
inherent delay according to a QoS class. This could be used to provide easier 
interactions between local subsystems or to signal the receivers what is the expected 
QoS from the combination of all LL-FEC parameters 
o The values to be used in this field can either follow the DSCP [88] definition or any 
methodology, even though a standardised approach is always recommended. 
The fields previously described are important elements in the interaction with the cross-layer 
architecture and with the QoS support. The fields link_direction and encapsulation_type are 
significant in terms of locating the LL-FEC in the system architecture. The gse_fec_id is important 
in terms of providing traffic aggregation and layer 2 labelling capabilities. This field is both 
relevant to the system architecture and to QoS support. The dscp field is clearly QoS-related field 
and although it is an informative field, it can be used to either enforce QoS guarantees or just to 
help in the QoS management. 
The LL-FEC identifier descriptor was designed to be located in the log-on procedure for the 
terminals. Notice that these terminals are not handheld and therefore can maintain signalling 
information longer and don’t require constant parameters refreshing. The descriptor is signalled in 
the Terminal Information Message (TIM), which can be signalled in broadcast or unicast mode. 
This means that it is possible to signal just one terminal when it logs on into the network. On the 
other hand, it is also possible to inform all terminals of a configuration change with just one 
broadcast message. 
5.4.1.5 LL-FEC in-band parameters 
The LL-FEC in-band parameters are always carried with the application or parity data. This can 
either be carried on elementary streams or in generic streams. 
In the case of elementary streams, the LL-FEC in-band parameters are carried in the MPE section 
header, in the MAC address bytes. Instead, a 22-bit NLOS-RCST-ID uniquely identifies the NPA 
address of the DVB-RCS+M terminal. The other 26 bits are used to carry the real-time parameters. 
In the case of generics streams, the LL-FEC in-band parameters are carried in a GSE extension 
header that was specially created for this purpose. The GSE encapsulation [72] provides a flexible 
method to increase the features supported by the encapsulation protocol for the use of extension 
headers. In total, 3 extension headers had to be defined to provide LL-FEC support: 
• GSE optional header extension for carrying application data. 
• GSE mandatory header extension for the carriage of parity data over GSE-FEC streams. 
• GSE CRC-32 optional header extension. 
The last extension header was necessary in order to ensure that all the received datagrams are 
checked for errors. This step is fundamental in terms of determining which datagrams require error 
recovery from the LL-FEC. Note that GSE was designed with DVB-S2 in mind, which is 
considered as a Quasi-error Free (QEF) environment. Hence, it only applies a CRC-32 checksum 
to ensure that, when a datagram is fragmented, it is correctly reassembled. 
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5.5 Unified game theory / cross-layer analysis of the DVB-RCS+M 
Most of the work performed concerning the mobility support for the NLOS scenario was focused 
on the architecture and the signalling. However, there is a part of the problem that was not 
analysed since it was out-of-the-scope of the DVB-RCS standardisation group: the resource 
allocation for mobile terminals. 
The resource allocation algorithms developed for fixed terminals were validated theoretically, as 
well as by simulations and by real-time emulations. Hence, it is only reasonable to analyse the 
algorithms developed for fixed terminals under this new scenario.  
5.5.1 CROSS-LAYER ARCHITECTURE COMPARISON BETWEEN FIXED 
AND MOBILE TERMINALS 
In order to analyse the applicability of the resource allocation algorithm and, in general, the 
applicability of the Unified game theory and cross-layer approaches framework, a comparison 
between fixed and mobile terminals in terms of characteristics, system architecture and resource 
allocation capabilities is presented in Table 5
Table 5 Comparison table between fixed and mobile terminals 
.  
Fixed RSCT Mobile RCST with LL-FEC 
per RCST 
Mobile RCST with LL-FEC 
per MODCOD 
Large terminal populations Small terminal populations Medium terminal populations 
IP traffic aggregation per 
geographical area and per QoS 
class 
IP traffic aggregation per QoS 
class at terminal level 
IP traffic aggregation per QoS 
class at terminal level 
QoS class per MODCOD QoS class per LL-FEC QoS class per LL-FEC 
Resource allocation per 
MODCOD and QoS class 
Resource allocation per 
terminal 
Resource allocation per 
MODCOD 
MPE/GSE encapsulation MPE/GSE encapsulation MPE/GSE encapsulation 
 
There are some differences between fixed and mobile terminals, but there are as well many 
similarities. The cross-layer architectures for each scenario are presented in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48 Comparison between fixed and mobile terminal system architectures: a) Fixed terminals; b) LL-FEC 
per RCST; c) LL-FEC per MODCOD 
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From Figure 48, it is possible to observe that the architectures are quite similar, as it was 
previously highlighted. Note that the GSE encapsulation would have a similar architecture, with 
the obvious difference that the GSE streams would be carried over generic streams. In this case, 
the LL-FEC is carried over elementary streams that are part of a transport stream. 
There are some important differences that need to be taken into account: 
• QoS classes are not visible to the cross-layer scheduler 
• MODCOD level resource allocation is equivalent to terminal level allocation, since the 
MODCOD’s can assigned the equivalent amount of resources as the sum of terminals’ 
resources within each MODCOD. 
Furthermore, for the specific case of LL-FEC per mobile terminal, the QoS queues do not 
aggregate traffic from multiple terminals, since each terminal has its own LL-FEC for each QoS 
class. 
5.5.2 UNIFIED FRAMEWORK APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS 
In order to analyse the applicability of the unified framework to this specific scenario, the 
methodology presented in the section 4.4.1 is applied. The previously presented cross-layer 
architectures shape the underlying structure of any resource allocation system, and therefore must 
be defined forehand. 
In Figure 49, it is possible to observe that the Unified Framework can be applied to the DVB-
RCS+M scenario, specifically to the support of LL-FEC, either per mobile terminal or per 
MODCOD. In the second step, the LL-FEC per mobile terminal doesn’t allow for terminal 
aggregation, which affects the scalability and the complexity of the system. This problem was 
already present in the implementation of the LL-FEC per mobile terminal. 
As it was mentioned before, resource allocation is considered out-of-scope for the DVB-RCS [9] 
standard. However, the specific topic of resource allocation for mobile terminals has such a 
specific scope that would be valuable to consider it for the future guidelines document associated 
with [9]. Hence, this analysis could actually be the basis for addressing the topic of resource 
allocation for mobile terminals. 
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Figure 49 Unified game theory / cross-layer methodology applied to DVB-RCS+M 
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The study case showed that the resource allocation mechanisms based on game theory can be 
applied to mobile terminals, although for this specific system architecture, cross-layer QoS 
support is not possible.  
For the DVB-RCS+M scenario, the QoS provision must be managed outside the game theory 
based algorithms. Hence, it is straightforward to guarantee resources to a terminal but not to a QoS 
class within that terminal. There is a loss in cross-layer optimisation in terms of QoS support, due 
to the introduction of the LL-FEC that forces some traffic aggregation at Link Layer. On the other 
hand, different LL-FEC protection levels based on QoS classes can be implemented. 
In general, the Unified game theory and cross-layer approaches framework can be applied with 
different depths, depending on the system architecture’s flexibility. It is expected that currently 
deployed systems won’t be able to take full advantage for the Unified Framework, while systems 
still under development should provide enough cross-layer flexibility to fully support the Unified 
Framework. 
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6 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 
First of all, the work presented in this document clearly shows that the goal of providing Quality-
of-Service guarantees for satellite systems implementing adaptive physical layer was successfully 
reached. Moreover, the method for reaching this goal is probably as important or even more than 
the result itself. The relevance of this method is due to its novelty in combining game theory with 
cross-layer design. The initial approach was focused on cross-layer design, while an in-depth study 
into fairness issues showed that game theory provided the necessary mathematical tools not only to 
address fairness, but to go beyond and study the broader scope of social welfare. The final and 
most important step was to obtain a method that would take this theoretical framework and define 
it as an implementable approach in real systems. In the end, a method was obtained that employs 
cross-layer design as the fundamental tool for implementing game theory based solutions for 
adaptive physical layer systems. 
The initial approach clearly shows that cross-layer design itself is a fundamental tool in the QoS 
provision for Adaptive Physical Layer systems. It showed that cross-layer architectures, techniques 
and algorithms are especially relevant for DVB-S2 since it implements a fully Adaptive Physical 
Layer based on adaptive coding and modulation. The theoretical algorithms that were initially 
developed for a generic adaptive physical layer system were later on directly applied to a DVB-
S2/RCS system, resulting in a full cross-layer system able to provide QoS guarantees.  
Furthermore, in the DVB-S2/RCS study case it was shown that cross-layer can also be applied to 
systems with a limited adaptive physical layer and that explicit cross-layer design is quite relevant 
for a return link based on DVB-RCS because signalling mechanisms can easily be added into a 
system that is already widely deployed. 
Game theory proved a very efficient and straightforward method for addressing resource allocation 
problems in adaptive physical layer systems. First of all, it provides guarantees to the optimality of 
the obtained solutions and of their social welfare. Moreover, game theory approaches based on a 
Stackelberg game with dynamic pricing provides a very efficient method to address dynamic 
systems with multi-objective optimisation problems, which is the case for variable capacity 
systems with multiple terminals and different QoS requirements. 
A unified game theory / cross-layer framework was obtained for both centralised and distributed 
resource allocation mechanisms for adaptive physical layer systems. It was shown that centralised 
mechanisms provide straightforward implementations of resource allocation games and that game 
theory is a relevant tool in centralised mechanisms.  
Finally, a study case for the unified framework showed that it can be used in many situations 
including the DVB-S2/RCS cross-layer optimisation for supporting terminal mobility in railway 
scenarios.  
Note that this thesis is the result of an European Space Agency project entitled “IP-friendly cross-
layer optimization of adaptive satellite systems”, which was developed within an industry-lead 
consortium formed by INDRA, UAB and UPC. Furthermore, complementary work in terms of 
basic research and other academic oriented studies were performed within SatNEx, i.e. the 
European Satellite Communications Network of Excellence that was launched within the 6th 
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Research Framework Programme of the European Commission. This two-year project designed to 
foster collaborative work between universities and research institutes across Europe was later on 
extended for another three years. Within SatNEx, a wide range of joint activities were performed, 
where the collaborative tools provided the framework for important collaborative research. This is 
clearly reflected in the list of published papers, where it is possible to identify authors from the 
different institutions that are a part of SatNEx. 
In conclusion, full QoS guarantees are a reality in adaptive physical layer systems, and a unified 
framework based on game theory and cross-layer design provides the mechanisms and theoretical 
structure to obtain optimised solutions. Furthermore, QoS provision is not restricted to wireless 
terrestrial systems since it was shown that it can be fully implemented in broadband satellite 
systems implementing an adaptive physical layer. 
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